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As Val pressed the knob in the basin-like hole a remarluble change 'took place in the apparently
solid surface of the rock. A ponderous stone, working on a.n axis, swung
downward into a horizontal position revealing a room beyond .
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CHAPTER I.

j

"The chief mate ma.de him hop high to-da.y with a ro-pe's
I end for spoiling the soup," chu~kled Val. "He's a pretty
THE ISLAND m' THE SEVEN cnATERS.
clercr Chink, just the same. Seems to have taken a shine
,
to you and me and the professor." ,
"We seem to be up aga.i nst it hard, Tom,'' said VaJentine
"That's because we tip him off' every once in a.while,"
Vance to his chum, Tom Massenger. "If there is any- said Toni. "Noboqy else aboard gives him a. cent."
thing .worse under the sun tha.n to be becalmed in a trap"He doesn't look for a tip from anybody eh;e. We're
passengers and are supposed to come up for any little extra
ical sea I'd like to know ·wha.t it is."
"That's right, Val. It's been as hot as blue blazes all attention on his part. I wonder wha.t island that is which
day, and not a breath of a.ir to fan a fellow's parboiled face. we haYe sighted. There's a lot of smoke corning from the
The sinking sun doesn't seem to bring a bit of relief as top of it. .Tust as if there were several big factory chimfar as I ca.n see. There isn't a cloud in the sky, nor a ne:vs cfom1 there working overtime."
"Must be vo1ca.nic craters in action," replied Tom. "I'll
ripple on the ocean anywhere. Looks as if we're as good
as anchored for the night."
·
borrow the mate's glass and we'll get a better look at them
"And for to-morTow, and to-morrow night, and next before night shuts them out."
Tom walke<l off to wa.rd the poop, or qna.rter deck, where
day, if not longer, as well. Jack Junk says yo·n never can
the chief mate was fanning himself under the broacl awning
tell just how Jong these calms ma~' last."
"Dosen't it p1~ you somewhat in mind of the 'Rhyme of which had been spreafl to wa.r d off the fierce heat of the
the Ancient Mariner' with his painted ship upon a painted sun, leaving V:-il standing by the bulwark in the waist of
ocean?"
the vessel gazing at the distant island.
"It does, with the horrOO'S left out. That poem was
Drifting, bnt so slowly that her motion was scarcely
enough to cur<lle your blood if rea.d under proper condi- noticeable, the American full-rigged ship Golden Gate
tions. The only person on board who seems to be at all rested on the bosom of the vast South Pacific Oce>an.
contented with the present sta te of affairs is Professor
She was bo1111d from San Francisco to Sydney, Australia,
Scotchley. He seems able to stancl any a.mount of roasting. and after a prosperous voyage up to this point, had run into
I believe if he was fried over a slow fire he wouldn't kick a calm belt that stopped her further progress for the time
if he had his beloved box of specimens to monkey over."
being.
"There's another chap a.board who enjoys this roasting I Ever since the:: sun rose that morning there had scarcely
even better than the p r o f e s s o r . " !' been \rind enough to can;y a fea.ther.
"You mean--"
It was now close on to sundown, and the a.ir had become
"Hop Hi, the cook.
, so rarefied by the intense heat that the crew were stretched
1
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out nuder au awning over ilhe forecastle, languid and list- day before, and hi· death was looked for owing to the lack
of expert medical treatment.
less.
The ship carried a well-filled medicine chest, and a book
The wheel aft was lashed and deserted, for the vessel did
treating of every known disease, with explicit directions for
not even have steerage way.
The dead calm was terribly tedious to all on board, ex- emergency cases, but the chief mate, and his subordinate,
cept Profoisor Scotchley, perhaps, who seemed to find the second ditto, seemed all at sea in the use thereof.
The captain himself was something of an expert in the
pleasure and satisfaction under any circumstances in examining and cataloguing his boxes of natural history and medical line from long practice, but he was not now in a
condition to avail himself of his own knowledge.
·
other specimens.
The
condition
of
the
captain
arou~ed
the
gravest
concern
The professor had persuaded Captain Rynders to put in
for a. few hours at several small islands en route so that on board, not only because he was a fine man, an unusually
capable navigator and well liked by all, but because his
he could go ashore and look up a few new specimens.
The two boys and a sailor named Jack Junk had accom- death would put the chief mate in charge of the vessel, and
pani ed the naturalist on these hri.ef excursions, not because the chief mate, whose name was William Gotch, was genthey took any interest in his hobby, but to enjoy a change erally disliked and feared.
When 'rom M assenger went on the poop to ask the chief
from the rolling deck of the ship.
mate for the 10an of his telescope, the second mate was
Although all hand~ found •the sun sizzling hot in crosswatching by the captain's berth in \his stateroom.
ing the line, still the strong breeze .which propelled the ship
Tom would have preferred asking the favor of the second
on her way ten1perec1 the heat to a considerable degree, and
mate, but as the case stood it was the chief mate or nobody
they did not feel the same discomfort as that which athe ha.d to go to.
tended this calm.
William Gotch was not a handsome man by any means,
Valentine Vance and , Tom Massenger were both Calithough
Nature, as if to make amends, had given him a
fornia boys, horn and bred.
strong,
well-knit
figure.
_T hey were members of the order called "Native Sons of
The
usual
expression
of his features was one of sullenthe Golden \V €St."
ness, as if he was afilictecl with a perpetual grouch against
Val's father, now dead, had been a '49er.
the world.
He had worked in the gold diggings, made a · good haul
His eyes were not pleasant ones to look at, and were
in gold dust and invested it afterward in San Francisco real
rather suggestiYe of an evil nalure.
estate, which netted him a fortnne.
Altogether, he was not a popular personage abOarcl, hut
Then he started to speculate in mining stocks with the
the
knowledge of that fact clid not seem to worry bim much.
· m;pectation of becoming a millionaire, and narrowly missed
"Mr. Gotch, may I borrow your telescope?" asked Tom,
fetching u p in the poorhouse.
politely.
Val and his widowed mother were now living in a modThe chief mate lazily shifted his1idsfti'on in the reclining
est way on the wreck of his fortune, but the boy was smari chair that belonged to the captain and gave the boy a cold
and ambitious, and hoped to rna.ke a fortune for himself stare.
when he got to be a man.
"What clo you want with it?" he growJ<>rl_, surlily.
T om Massenger was the son of a ' vell-to-cl o architect,
"Val and I want to examine that island in the distance.
still in the land of the living, and had about eYerything at 'l'beTe seems to be craters on it throwing out a g,reat deal
his comma.w1 thact his heart could wish for.
of smoke."
He and Val, in spite of the difference of their social
"Graters!" ejaculated the mate, sitting up. "Whei:e is
stations, were sworn friends and companions-a miniature this island?"
edition of Pylades and Oreste~, two famous Creeks whose
"Yonder," re:plied Tom, waving his arm in the din~cl:ion
friendship for each other was proverbial.
where the land lay.
A serious illness had so undermined Tom's vitality that
"Go into the passage and fetch the glass you will find
the family physician recommended a long sea voyage lo hanging th er~. I will take a sq11int at the island."
build him up.
Torn left the poop, entered the passage leading from the
Tom only consented to take this trip on condiiion that mn in deck to tl1e cabin, um;h ipped the telescope from its
Val accompany him.
fastenings, and hrought it up to the chief mate.
Accordingly, Mr. Massenger agreed to defray Val's exHe sighlcd the distant island and gazed at it some mopenses, and secured his mother's consent to his taking the ments wiih attention.
.
I
JOUrney.
"'I'ha t is the Isl and of the Seven Craters," he said.
Th en he handed the gl:'.lss to rrom, and after rolling a
Professor Scotchley, who was Tom's private tutor, was
sent with the boys to see that they didn't get into trouble, cigarette in an indolent way, lit it and fell back in his
former listless attitude.
and to increase their fund of general know ledge.
'T'om carried the spyglass to where Val stood leaning over
When the Golden Gate got into the clutches of the calm
the party had been at sea many weeks-long enough to tire the bulwark.
'
the boys ·somewhat with the monotonous sameneBs of sea
"l\Ir. Gotch says that's the Island of the Seven Craters,"
and sky, with an occasional island thrown in.
said Tom, as he raised the glass and took a peep at the farThe calm was bad enough, but there was ano·t her cause off land.
for gloom on board of the ship.
·
"'T'he I sland of the Seven Craters," repeated Val.
Captain Rynders had been stricken with apoplexy the ''Thnt's a curious name. I thought that smoke came from
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volcanic craters. That island must be lhe summit of a
great submerged mountain •peak. It would be a pretty high
one if it sta.rted from the surface of the earth."
"I guess it would," said T'om. "HeTe, take a look. You
can see the craters quite plainly through the glass."
While Val was looking one of the sailors approached
them.
This was Jack Junk, the seaman who had accompanied
the professor and the two boys ashore when that. privilege
was accorded them.
His was not a reassuring countena~ce by any means.
A man with a broken nose, a shifty glint of the eye, and
an indefinable sinister expression about the mouth, is apt
to be handic<lpped in that respect.
"What are ye squintin' at, my hearties?" asked Junk,
~n a foghorn voice.
"That you, Jack?" said Tom, glancing around at the
sailor. "We're looking at the Island of the Seven Craters.')
Junk paused in the act of hitching up his trousers.
"What island?" he asked, in a voice that indicated unusual interest.
"The Island of the Seven Craters. That's what the chief
mate called it."
"Let's have a . peep," said the sa.ilor. with ill-concealed
eagerness.
V aJ handed him the telescope.
The sanor took a long and sweeping look at the island.
"That's it, sure enough," he muttered, handing the glass
back to Val.
"You've seen it before, I s'pose ?" said Tom.
"I reckon I have, my jackies. I was wrecked on it nigh
on to ten year ago."
"You were!" exclaimed both boys in a breath, regarding
Junk with fm1h interest.
"I was."
"What kind of place is it?"
"T'h e most wonderful ye eYer seen in yer life."
"It is? Then we must get Professor Scotchlcy to ask
Captain Rynders to anchor there for a few hours and let
us go ashore," said Val to Tom.
"You forget, Val, that the captain is dangerously ill and
may not recover. The ship is now in charge of the chief
mate," replied '1'-0m.
"Then the professor will hai e to ask Mr. Gotch. It's too
bad a.b out the skipper. I hope he'll get well."
"The cap'n won't never git well, mark my words on that,
my hea.r ties," said Junk, with a significant ,shake of his
head. "He and Davy J ones'll shake hands afore this time
to-morrer."
"What makes you think so?" asked Val, with a startled
look.
"I have my idee, that's all. Come with me," and Junk
led them aft to the break in the poop, up the short ladder
to the top of the cabin and aft to the rail above the rudder.
"Look here and tell me wha,t ye see."
The boy~ looked and saw the shiny form of a huge maneating shark Jying motionless clo'8e to the surface of the
water.
"A shark!" exclaimed Val, with a creepy feeling.
"Prezactly," nodded Junk. "That there shark has been
follerin' us sine:e yesterday afternoon. Ile scents death
aboard this hooker and is waitin' ."
1
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" ·Waiting for what?" asked Val.
"A meal."
"I don't unclE:rstand you."
"Arter the cap'n's dead, he'll be sewn up in a, canvas
shroud, weighted with a heavy shot and chucked overboard.
That there shark knows tha.t as well as I do. He expects
to catch the coTpse as it goes down."
Junl<'s words struck the boys unpleasantly.
"Mr. Gotch ought to get a gun and shoot that shark,"
said Val, vigorously.
"Humph!" replied Junk. "He wouldn't take the
trouble."
"Then I'll go down and get my revolrer," said Val,
starting for the companion-ladder.
"Only a waste of time, my hearty," ejaculated the sailor,
seizing the boy.. by the arm. "Look over again."
Val looked.
"Why, the shark has gone l"
"Prezactly. l-fo heard you and has sunk out of sight
for awhile."
The boys looked at Junk, a11d then at each other, in
some wonder.
It didn't seem possible that a shark could understand
what had been said about shooting him, and yet he certainly had disappeared as if by magic.
"Maybe he's gone for good," said Tom.
"Don't ye believe it. He ain't far away."
"How can you tell that?" asked Val.
"Ye want me to prove it, eh? Wait."
Junk went forward to the galley ancl presently returned
with a chunk of sa1t beef tied to a piece of woocl.
He chucked it over the stern so that it fell with a splash.
It had hardly hit the water before they heard a rushing
sound t11l"ough the brine, the long, white belly of the shark
appeared as it rolled over to give its mm1th full swing, then
there was a snap and the meat and wood disappeared into
the teeth-ribbed opening, and the shark again sank out of
sight.
.
"What did I tell ye? S'pose one of ye had gone over by
accident, where· would ye be now, eh?" grinned Jack Junk.
The boys shuddered and sa.id nothing.
CHAPTER II.
JACK JUNK TALKS ABOUT PIRATE GOLD.

Soon after the shark incident the sun s~t helow the
watery horizon and da,rkness fell with scarcely any twilight
upon the seascape.
Hop Hi came to the head of the companion-wa}' and announced that tE:a was ready:
Jack Junk went farwa.rd and the boys descended to the
cabin, followed by the chief mate, who took the captain's
chair at the head of the table.
Professor Scotchley was already in his place.
The second mate came out of Captain Rynders' stateroom and reported that the patient was neither better nor
worse.
He was still unconscious, and had been so almost from
the moment he was struck do,wn by the apoplectic stroke.
The mate left the door of tho stateroom open and took
his sea.t at the table.
No one felt like talking except Professor Scotchley, who
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Lubbled over about his specimens, which rather bored the
company.
The first thing the boys did on coming on cleck again
was to l~ in the direction of the island, now lost in the
obscurity, in spite of the brilliant star-lit heavens.
They expected to see the glow 0£ the craters, but to their
surprise there was not the least glimmer 0£ light in the
cl istance.
They hunted Jack Junk up to ask him why there was no
:fire visible in the top of the c1•aters.
,,,
"Nothin' but smoke comes out of them things," answered
the sailor.
"Isn't there any lava?"
"Didn't see any when I was there."
"Tell us something about the island, won't you, Jack?"
asked Val.
"What do you want to know about it?" gro.wled the
sailor.
"Anything. You said that it was the most wonderful
place yorf. ever saw."
"So it' is."
"In what way is it so wondel'ful ?"
The sailor looked at tl10 boys in what they thought was
a peculiar way.
He scratched his st;ubby chin and looked out over the
star-lit sea.
"Oome~·this way, so no one will overhear us," he said, and
Val aml Tom followed him over to a- deserted part 0£ the
deck. "To begin with," he continued, as they stood around
the mainmast, "that there island is what they call a paradise."
"A paradise," cried Val, "with those seven craters throwing out smoke?"
''ThaL's all they do throw 011t, and it don't hurt nothin'.
The) 're jesL like sernn chi lllltey.~. tha.t 's all. The smoke
either goes up in the air or out to sea."
"So the i,;Jancl is a pttrudise,'' said Val. "Must be a
:line place to livi:."
"It is, if ye like that kind of livin', which I don:'t."
"What kind of living clo you mean ?'J
"Doin' notli in' and livin' ou the fat of the land. It
would suit me if there was a boozin' hoose where a chnp
could wet hii> whistle when he wanted to. There ain't
nothin · to drink there but wa.ter ancl cocoanut milk, and
I ain't stuck on eitht>r. 'I'here's somcl.t1in' else there that
I'cl like to git hold of mighty bad," a<lded Jack, with a
m~·sterious look.
"What's that?"
"Money."
"Money!" cried hoth .boys togetl1er, in some astonishment.
"Prezactly. 1\Ioney and jooels, and other valuables."
"Money, and jewels. and other valuables on that island?'"
said Val.
"Loads of 'em," replied the :-;ailor, solemnly.
''How do you kno·w? Did you bOO them when you we.,
there?''
"Didn't see nothin!."
"Then I don't understand how y<>u can say that s11c-l1
things are there."
"'Cause they were put there."
"Who put them there?"

''Pirates."
"Pirates !" erhoed both lads.
"Prezactly. Pirates."
"Vi'hen were there pirates in this part of the world?"
asked Val.
"Seventy-five or eighty year ago, more or less."
"That's right," nodded Tom. "'I've read about the pirates of the South Pacific."
"That there island-the Island of the Seven Ora.terswas the harnt of Vasco, the king-pin pirate of the Pacific.
He hid his treasures somewhere 1.here and they hain't never
been found."
"How could you tell whether the treasure he ma.y have
buried there was found or not?" asked Val, in a tone of
interest.
'"Oa;use I met an old chap who belonged to his crew. He
told me the treasure was hid in the side 0£ one of them
craters-not at the top where the smoke comes out, but at
the bottom."
"He must have been an old chap if he sailed with Vasco
the. Terrible, as the rascal was called," sa.id Tom.
"He was only a kid when he was aboard the pirate vessel," said Junk.
"'I should think so. When did you meet him?"
"Thirty year ago."
"How do you know he was telling the truth when he said
he sailed with the pirate?" asked 'l'orn, who doubted the
story.
"He was attached to a Spanish monastery in PE>ru, and I
asked the head chap of the place nbout ihe yal'TI the fellow
gave me, and he said he had told me the truth.''
"If Vasco r0::illy burierl treasme on thal island it's a
wonder it hasn't been recovered by somebody. Treasurehunting exµcditions arc lJcing filtecl out by people every
once in awhile. N o't long ago· one lcfl F1 isco to ~en:rch for
the OocOi.l faland Treasure, saiJ to be wurlh $10,000,000."
"Do ye ever hea:r of them findin · anyt11ing ?" asked Junk.
"I can't say tha.t T luwe," ar1mitled '1'011t; "Lut I don't
hear about everything that's going on."
"If a ten-rniUion. t reasure was found the news would be
in the papers, wouldn't it?''
"Most likely it would, unless the people who found it
managed to keep the fatt io themselves."
"They couhlrd. 'fen millions in old foreign money, and
old jooelry, and old church ornymenis, couldn't be disposed
of without attractin' noti0e. ''
"That's right," nodrled Torn. "'I'cn millions is a lot of
money."
"Well, let m0 tell ye the gold and jooPh of yonder island
•varn't never found, though the Spanish Government tried
to find it. Ifs there now."
'Dhe boys instinctively gazed out across the ocean.
"Look I" cried Tom. "There's the island now, ancl it's
nearer."
He pointed to where the rising moon was peeping above
the watery h<>rizon almoot in the track of the island, throwing a halo of light abonL the Reven peaks.
"The hooker is driftin' right down on it," r>aid Junk.
··We
ought to be c1ose aboard of it in the momin' if a breeze
1
don't spring up."
"I should like to visit that islnnd," said Val, eagerly.
"So should I," said Tom. "Why can't we, J a.ck, if this
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calm keeps up? The mate can easily come to anchor close
to the shore, and we, in company with the professor, can
spend our time there while the calm holds. I'll bet it's a
sight more comfortable on that island , than aboard this
ship, where the sun turns the pitch in the deck planks soft."
"Well, there hain't no reason why we can't visit the
island if the chief mate lets us; but I'm thinkin' he won't."
"I don't see why not, if the calm continues," said Val.
"I'm going to spezj{ to Professor Scotchley about it. Captain Rynders, if he was well, would let us explore the
island under present circumstances. He put iu at three
islands to oblige the professor when there was wind enough
to keep on."
"The chief mate don't look at things the same way the
cap'n does. IIe hain't got no likin' for sich things as the
perfessor collects. I heard him say sich rot ought to be
tossed overboard."
"Then you think he won't let us go ashore on that island
in the morning?" said Val.
"Ye might try him, for I'd like to set foot on that there
place myself ag'in."
"Tom, Professor Scotchley ::ind the mate are on the poop
smoking. Better go up there now and see whetheT you can
work the riffle,'i said Val.
.
Tom went on th~ poop and was gone about ten minutes.
"The mate said he'd anchor off the island and let us
have a boat to go ashore in the morning, if the calm holds,"
he said, when he rejoined Val and Jack Junk.
"Good!" replied his chum. "We must get up early so
as to lose no time."
The sailor seemed well pleased at the prospect of revisiting the island on which he had been wrecked, and he left
the boys, saying that he was going to tum in.
Val and Torn returned to the bulwark and remained
some time gazing at the distant island, which appeared to
grow larger as time passed, a fact indicating that the ship
was fast drifting toward it.
"We'll be close in to it before sunrise at this rate," said
Val.
"Looks like it," replied Tom.
"Say, do you believe Jack's yarn about pirate treasure
being hidden on the island?"
"I don't know whether I do or not," respo:Bded Tom.
/
"Seems kind of fishy."
"Whether it'a there or not, we're not likely to find it."
"That's true enough. I sha'n't worry about it in any
case."
"It would be a great thing for us if we did stumble upon
it," said Val. "A share of it would come in mighty handy
for me. · Mother and I could stand a little prosperity."
"I'd be glad if we did find it for your sake1 old man.
But I'm afraid if we were so fortunate all hands aboard
from Hop Hi up would insist on having a whack at it, so
that, counting the professor, it would have to be divided into
about eighteen parts."
"I'm thinking that the chief mate would want the biggest
slice himself. To say the honest truth, I don't like that
man for a cent. If Captain Rynders dies he'll be the captain for the balance of ihe voyage, and all the way back to
Frisco as well. , In that case it's my opinion that things will
be much different aboard."

ISLE.

"Oh, well, he'll have to ,treat us decent, for our passage
is paid to Sydney and back."
The boys taJked together awhile longer, and then went to
their slateroom and turned in for the night, leaving the
door open and the dea.dlight as well.
1

CHAPTEil III.
THE CURTAIN'

F.~LLS

ON CAPTAIN RYNDEHS .

Val awoke with the dawn and punched his chum into
wakefi.llness.
They tumbled out on deck just as the sun was beginning
to tint the blue water with purple and gold.
The Island of the Seven Craters, a mass of green and
luxuriant vegetation, like an emerald on a glass setting, lay
broad on the vessel's starboard bow, less than half a mile
away.
Three of the seven peaks were throwing off a dark smoke,
which rose straight up into the morning air.
The ship, thougih not anchored, was perfectly motionless,
not a breath of wind ruffling her sails as they hung limply
from her yards.
The sailors, who had just finished 1rashing down the deck
under the direction of i.he second mate, were now gathered
around. the galley, \\'here Hop Hi was pouring out coffee
into their tin cups.
"Gee! Thnt's a fine looking idand, all right," said Tom,
as the bro boys gazed on the truly wonderful picture presented to their eyes.
The seven conical elevations rose clear and well-defined
out of lhe tropical vercJure which covered the entire base
of the island.
Here n11d there 11~re abrupt precipices, crags of rocks
frowning down like olden battlement~, peaks shattercu into
strange forms, and deep ravines, c1mn1 which could be seen
streams of water falling heacJlong, glittering in the sunshine like silver lines upon a block of jet, or spreading, like
a sheet of glass, over bare rocks.
The rough, yet romantic scenEO, was mellowed dol\'n by
the softer features of rich vales, eocoanut groves, clumps of
dark chestnuts, stately palms and breadfruit, patches of
graceful bananas, mingling in great luxuriance and form ing with the wiid reef scenery of the shore, and far-stretching ocean beyond and around, pictures of surprising beauty.
Jack Junk saw the boys admiring the island and approached them -with a grin.
"What d'ye think of it, my hearties?" he said,
"It's a cfoncly," replied Val, enthusiastically. "A fellow. has got to get away from home to see such' sights as
this."
"We'll go ashore after breakfast," said Tom, "and make
a. day of it, for I don't believe there'll be any wind before
sunset, if the11."
·
"You can't tell nothin' about that/' responded Junk.
"I've seen jest sich a mornin' as this, in this here latitude, .
wind up in a snortin' gale that nearly took the ship's masts
out of her, and set her to leakin' like an old sie>e.''
"I'd like to bet there won't be any storm around here
to-day. I never saw a finer morning, did you, Val?"
"No, I don't think I have; but it will be blazing ho,t by
and by."
'
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"What do we care after we get over yonder into the shade
of those groves ?"
"It's lucky JVe have the island to take refuge on," said
Val. "I hope the vessel rem$.s here till a breeze springs
up."
"That's a funny remark," laughed Val. "Irow is she
going to get away without wind? Is the anchor down,
Jack?"
The sailor shook ihis head.
"There ha.in't no need of an anchor jest now. The
hooker is out of the 'current. She'll li.e here all da.y if the
calm holds."
"Then I hope the calm holds till night, at any rate,"
said Tom, thinking of the fine time !he and Val expected to
have on the island.
"You ha.v en't said no·t hin' to the perfessor or the mate
about that there pirate gold, have yer ?"asked Jack Junk.
"Not a word," replied Tom.
"That's right. We'll look for it together."
"Have you any idea where to look?" asked Val, with
some eagerness.
The sailor shut one eye and assumed a wise air.
"Mebbe I have, and then ag"in mebbe I haven't," he
answered, slyly.
His manner, however, indicated a who·le lot, an~ greatly
excited the boys.
"Suppose we found it, how WO•U lll we divide?" asked
Tom.
"One-half to me and the other half 'tween you two."
"If it amourited to much how would we be a.ble to get
it aboard the ship without attracting attention to it?"
asked Val.
"You leave that there matter to me," returned the sailor.
At that moment TIIr. Gotch, the first mate, came up the
companion-stairs, facjng the wheel, and walked to the break
of the poop.
He was followed by the second mate, who, to the eyes of
the boys, looked unusually solemn.
Val, Tom and Jack Junk \\'ere standing at the starboard
bulwark in the waist, and they .looked up as the chief mate
called the men aft.
Evidently there was something in the wind.
In a few words Mr. GotClh announced that Captain Rynders was dead, and that he had assumed command of the
ship.
His communication was received in solemn silence.
There wasn't a jack tar aboa.r d but regretted the loss of
the man most of them ha.cl sailed under for a number of
years.
This was Mr. Gotch's first trip on the ship, nnd s~ far
he had not made himself popular.
After saying all he ha.cl to communicate to the crew he
dismissed them, and the men broke up into groups and
retired toward the forecastle.
"Say, Tom, thi s tough," said Val. "Captain Rynders
was a fine man, all right, and it's a blamed pity be hacl to
die away out here in the Soi1'.th Pacific."
"That's right. I suppose he'll be buried on the island.
That's nrnch better i:Jhan dumping him overboa.rd as would
haYe been done if we wern out of sight of land."
"The new skipper may not go to the trouble of sendin'
11im ashore for plantin'," said the sailor.
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"Why not?" asked Val. "It >yould be an outrage not
to do it when we're alongside of the island."
Junk shrugged his shoulders as if it was a matter of
indifference to him how the late captain's body was disposed of.
"Captain Rynders has a wife and family in Frisco, and
they would probably want to have his body brought to California. This couldn't be done if he was sunk in the ocean;
but it might be managed if he was buried on the island,"
said Val.
·
'"l'hings has got to go as the new skipper says," replied
Junk.
"Well, we'll get Professor Scotchley to remonstrate with
him if he order,; the captain's body to be thrown overboard."
The sailor grinned, but made no answer.
Since the announcement of Captain Rynders' death, a
pall seemed to hang over the ship, .and the boys felt as if
half the pleasure of their expected day's outing on the
island was already spoiled.
Jack Junk walked a.way, and they talked together in
low tones until the Chinese cook told them breakfast was on
the table.
Mr. Gotch, the second mate and Professnr Scotchley were
already seated at the table when the boy entered the cabin
and took their places.
'Dhe meal was eaten in silence, even the professor having
nothing to say, which was unusual for him.
At the conclusion of it the new captain sent for the
sailmalrnr and told him to have Captain Rynders' body
sewn up in canvas and otherwise prepared for immediate
burial, which was compulsory owing to the heat of that
latitude.
"Aren't you going to bury Captain Rynders on the
island?" said Val, with, some indignation in his tones.
"No," replied the new commander, s110rtly.
"Why not?'' demanded the boy.
J\f r. Gotch fl.ashed an ugly look at him.
"Mind your own business, young man," he said, sharply,
"and I'll attend to mine."
"But you've no right to throw him overboard when you
can just as well bury him ashore," remonstrated Val.
"Common decency--"
Mr. Gotch's face grew red with passion.
"I am master o·f this ship, and I want no criticism from
you, you young monkey. Do you understand?"
Val, who was a plucky boy, was about to make an angry
retort when Professor Scotchley interfered.
"Val, you have no right to question Mr. Gotch'e. arrangernents," he said. "He is the captain of the ship now, and
is responsible for his own a.ctions."
Val subsided, but he met the new captain's look with one
of defiance which only widened the breach between them .
Val and Torn were not the only ones who objected to the
late captain being interred in the ocean.
·when the sailmaker harl received his orders, and went
fonrnrd to get a suitable piece of canvas to make a shroud
of, the news spread among the crew.
'I'he men held a consultation, the result of which was
a committee of the rough tars waited on Mr. Gotch with the
request that the captain's body migtht be turned over to
them for burial on the island.
'l'he spokesman received an insulting refusal, and the
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cornmiUec retired to report the un ucccssful re uH o.f their
mission.
A feeling of resentment and discontent prcucl through
the crew, which was noticed bv the second mate and reporter1 to his new commander. ·
Mr. Gotch went on the poop at once and called the
crew aft.
"Look here, my lads," he said, in a threatening way,

"I'm a man of fow words, as mayhaps you have already
lE'arncd Jince wc-·ve been tog thcr. I'm the captain of this
hip and what 1 . ay goes every time. U any man jack of
~·on objcctR to (h(' way l ntt('nd to bu ines I'll clap him in
i~on and k.eep him in the hold till we reach yclney, where
I 11 tum hnn over to the authoritic:> for punishment. I
want yo11 all to 11nd('rst.and that I'll stand no nonsense. If
you m ean to behave yourselvC'S well to me I'll treat You fair
an cl i::quare. If you don't,- whv. thcn,n 'he looked' around
upon the men with a black e. ·pre ion, and punctuated his
, pl'Cch with an imprecation that made the boy.' blood nm
cnkl, "I'll giv you a <io~e of discipline that'll make von
wi, h you had never been born. That's all I've got to ~ay.
Xow, go for'arrl.''
The crew di pcri::er1 rather sullenly.
. They didn't .fancy the "·a.v 1.he new skipper inanguratel'.i
h1 authority over them, and his attitude looked ominous
for the future.
~till th<'y r cognizcd the fact that they couldn't help
thcm;;c h ·rs.

'l 'lwy mu r-;( grin and hear it . or fake 1.hc> c·on,:equences,
for the maritime law wa~ all on the side of the captain of
the Bhip.

It was cliffcrc11t with Yal and Tom.
'1 he capfa in had no right to ride rou~lHhon owr therr..
.\t. 1.he am~ tinw they fot·got that. •\·en a..;; pa...,scngers
thc>y \\'Ct~c subject to hi;; a11th0ri(,1·, anr\ he harl the power to
\1 i l11011t much clanger
of hemg call<' l to account for hiK rn11clnd.
Oolr·h w;dkc>{t up and down lhe poop unrler the a.wnmg rn 'ery il<ld humor.

rnn kc. U11ngs very unplPm;ant for them

. M:.

EYcr and anon he east a mena«ing glancp at Yalenti11e
at the island
the tail lookinoYam-e, who wm; r-;lnncling by
0
•
and talking Lo Tom.
1'11e word:-; lhe lad 1hnd spok ·n to him al the breakfast
t.ahle rankl<'!l in hi:-; brea,.;l and he wn,.; Lrying to think how
he c·o11lrl g<'t ~qnare with him.
\rhile lw wa: turning thC' nu,t! r ovvr in his mind the
,,ailmak<'r rrportrd that h lrn<l linii;lwd his joh.
.\11 (hat rr111ain d to he dflnc wa:,; to rn1Tv the bodv oul
pig
!nto the.wai8(, place it on n plank, tic a h 'avy bar
ll'On (o its fort, and let iL 8lidc• overboard into its watery
grare.

;f

Mr. Golch walked to lhe end nf the poop. intending lo
. nmmon the hand to vilne.s the burial of Captain Rvnclns. when hii:; sharp eye noticed a peculiar haze advancing
along the horizon.
He turned on hi. heel, d ·cende<l to the cabin and looked
at the barometer.

He garn orders to get the long boat in readinoos for
lowering.
Then he called Val over Lo where he stood.
" 'ince you seem to take a great interest in the disposal
of the late captain·s body, young man," he said, fixing an
evil look on the lad, "I've dC<'idecl to let you have your way.
You ancl your friend, and one sailor to row the boat, shall
take the corp;;c a bore and bmy it where you please. 'l'hen
I hope you ·11 he satisfied."
"Do you mean that, ~fr. Gokb ?" asked Val, in a tone of
surprLe.
"I do. Look yonder and you will ce that I have given
orqers for the lowering of the long boat. The body of the
captain will be put aboard of },ler immediately and the rest
will be up to you."
'I accept th~ respon ibility. Professor Scotchley will
with u, to read the service for the dead over the grave, an 1l
I believe we already have your permission to remain on
bore while the calm lasts."
The new captain glanced again at the distant haze and
nodderl.
Yal notified Tom and the profe or of the change in }fr.
Gotch' arrangements, and asked them to get ready to make
the trip with him .
Tom exprc.-,..e:d his satisfaction that the late captain had
Ci<caprrl a wate1·~, graw', anrl willingly comented to help
burv him on the island.
'f1he boys w·rnt to their stateroom, little thinking that it
was fm· the la t time.
'l'he~· strapped belti< around their waists containing a
I
rernll er and a bowie knife.
Tnm ali-o took his rifle and a belt of loaded cartrirl.ge~.
111e pl'Ofe:;!'or proYidcd himscl f with a pair of ficldf.dni-.,r:;:, a bag for carrying i::pccirnen~. and a hMp<'1.1 net attached to a long pole for capturing butterflies if he ran
acros anv.
rl hey l~eard a cheer on deck as the crew expre:;sed their
i:-1\l i;;f,i"ction when the mate cnllecl them aft and said that
Cap!nin Hynrlers was to br buried on the island.
\Vhrn thew wnlkcd out on deck thcv saw four of the sailor,; h<·aring tho body to the boat, whiic the others stood uncowred out of re;;pect to the c1ec:ea:;ed.
'l he mn vas-shrotid('d eorp...;;e was reverently placed in
(he boat. the boy" and th profe. sor stepped in, followed
h,· .lac-k .Tunk.
· In !lie hoitom of the boat lav two shovels.
"C<H<L oIT, my hl'ai·ty," said Junk, who was in the bows,
to Ynl. who . at in Ow stern .
'l'lw l,.ny 1rnhnoked the tackle at hi , encl, while the sailor
at!rn<letl to his.
.Tunk then pick('(l up lh(' oar:> and began to row toward
I he i8lanrl, while ::\fr. Gotch, 1he sceond male, Hop Hi and
the sailors watched the boat peed ::;boreward.

ro

CHAPTER IV.
ON THE ISLA_'D OF T[[E .'EVEN cn_\.TERS.

The line of ihe l'hore toward whid1 tbe boat was making
He saw indications there of a sudden chancre in the was broken up into numerous ~mall coYc:-.
0
~~h~
The boat was headed for the.largest of these co\l\;s.
When he returned to the poop there was a malicious 0O'rin
It was only a short trip from ihe ship, <Uld pre~ently the
on hi. countenance.
bow of the boat grated on the ~and.

8
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"No."
Jacd\: .Junk stepped out ancl tied the painter to a tropical
"\\'hereabouts c1o you ~hink thaL treasure is ?" continued
tree which 11'ad growing close to ihe water's edge.
·
the boy, in a low tone.
Profcs-;or Scotchley got out next.
''Somewhere around the north enc1."
While the sailor took hold of the feet of the corpse the
" That's ra [her in c1efini te."
boys lifted ihe head and shoulders, and in this manne;r the
"Well, I don't know prezadly. I (')Illy have an idee."
re111ains of the late skipper was removed to the beach and
"What gave you the ic1ea ?"
· then carried up 1.o the edge of the thick vegetation beyond.
"WhaL that chap said to me the time I met him in Peru."
The boys th en returned for the shovels, and the party
"What did he say about the location of the pirate
entered the tro]Jical foliage to find a suitable spot to dig
a grave.
ib.oard ?"
"He said it was hidden in th(; foot of one of the crater
They had noL far to go before they came upon a romantic
hi1Ls."
looking glade ll"hich Val decided would be just the place lo
inter Captain Rynders.
"At the north end?"
"That's the way I unclerstooc1 him."
'l"'he weather by this time was decidedly sultry, and the
"Why didn't you get more definite directions?"
exertion of digging a hole in the ea.r th brought the per"He couldn't give 'em himself, or he wouldn't. Besides,
spiration out in grea.t dro~s on the boys' bodiei:;.
When the job was finished they were glad to sit down I never expected to see this here island anywa.y."
"Then we'll have to examine ihe three craters that apand cool off while Junk and the proiessor went back to the
pear to be at ihe norih end. That will take some time.
beach to bring up the captain's body.
T'he co1·pse was dropped feet first into the hole, and low- I'm afraicl we:ll never be able t.o do it anc1 get back to the
ered backward with the aid of a rope under the shoulders. ship before sundown.''
The rope was 1Yithdrawn and then Professor Scotchley
"What's the diff'rence if we don't get back?" said Junk,
read the funeral service from the la.te skipper's own book, as if he felt asrmred there was uo need of hurry on their
after which the earth was filled in and a mound raised over part. "The hooker won't run off and leave us here. You've
the top.
paid yer passage to Sydney ancl back, anc1 the new skipper
"We ought to have brought a board £or a headstone," said has ·got to carry ye there and then return ye to Frisco."
Val, when all was over.
"But if a favorable wind should come up Mr. Gotch
"Maybe we'll get the chance to do that before sunset," would be as ma.cl as a hornet if we were not on board."
said Torti. "We can paint his name and other particulars,
The sailor grinned.
except his age, which we don't know, upon it."
"He's a tari.ar, and there'll be somethin' doin' before the
"Well, let's take a look around the island no·w," suggested v'yage is oYer, or my name isn't Jack Junk."
Val. "It's uninhabited, isn't it, Jack?" he added. turning
They reached a banana grove, anc1 the delicious fruit
to the sailor.
tempted their palates.
"I din't see nobdoy on it when I was here before," replied
The wide spreading leaves also afforded shade, and they
·
·
Junk,. with a grin.
\\'ere glad to sit do•;rn ·and take it easy for awhile, for they
"\Yhercabou ts were you wrecked?"
were perspiring as if in a Turki h bath.
"On the northern shore."
While they were eating anrl resting Val suddenly noticed
"And which shore is this?"
ihe peculiar appearance 0£ the sun, now almost over their
"The southwest."
heads.
"You weren't the only one wrecked here, were you?"
He called thP. attention of Jack Junk to it.
" o. There \\"ere six of us. 'll1erc;s a big reef a.round
sailor uttered an exclamation a,nd sprang to his feet.
The
that end of the island. Our hooker was driven slap on to it
a gale comin\ and it's goin' to be a snorter."
''There's
in a howl in' gale, and we swum across the ~helterec1 inlet
gasped the boys. "Why, it's as calm as it was
gale!''
"A
and saved our bacon."
the ship."
left
we
when
Professor Scotchley was surprised to learn that Junk
"We'll never be able 'to reach the old hooker before it's
had been wrecked on that island once upon a time.
He asked for some of the particulars, and the sailor told on her. She'll be clriven miles and miles away to sea, and
quite a story of the wreck of the bark he was in at the it may be two or Unee clays, or a week, before she kin get
time, their life on the island, where they remained several bark. I reckon we'll be marooned, my hearties, for about
months, and finally their rescue by a British ship that put that time."
"Good gracious!" exclaimed the boys, looking at each
in for water.
in a kind of consternation. "Do you mean that,
other
While hE. was telling his yarn they had been walking
Jack?"
through the thick tropical v.egetation that suITounded them
"I don't mean nothin' else. Listen! Do ye hea.r that
on every side.
The story was I e1Tupted several times while the pro- hum min' sound? It's comin'. There'll be thunder, and
fessor chased and captured seYeral butterflies that were new lightnin', and wind, and rain to burn in a few minutes."
The boys listened and heard the low, mysterious sound,
to him, and which would greatly enrich his already large colthe buzz of a top.
like
·
lection of the same species.
with the sailor's earnestness, fully impressed the
That,
but
at,
shoot
to
something
for
alert
the
on
kept
The boys
saw nothing larger than small Lirds of brilliant plumage, party with a sense of corning trouble.
"Where shall we go for shelter?" asked Val, looking
which they hadn't the heart to attempt to slaucrhter.
"Were you ever a.t this end of the island before, Jack?" around.
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It seemed a;; if
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the storm king was tearing things up by
"I saw something like a caNe over in that crater hill yonthe roots generally.
der before we entered this grove," said Tom, pointing.
It was pandemonium broke loose, an'd no mistake.
"Then we want to get there before the rain comes on,"
said Val.
rI'he sailor agreed that it would be the proper place for
OHAPTEH. V.
them to seek, for he said when it rained in that latitude it
came down in banels full.
• THE GALE.
Accordingly they took up their line of march for the spot
Had as the hoys thou_;ht it was, tili.cy would h~Ye found it
indicated by Tom.
a great deal worse had their cave overlooked: the ocean.
As soon as they got out of foe grove they saw the dark
They were in a sheltered valley, and out ide the rain,
aperture in the side of the bristly-looking hill, am1 it proved which came down in lorrents, they onl)· got a mild idea
to be a cave of some kind.
of the strength of lhe wind which wa blowing outside.
By the time they reached it the sun was entirely hidden
The ocean, half an hour before as smooth as a sheet of.
by a thick layer of haze, and the distant hum had grown in glass, was now convulsed into gigantic billo·ws that lashed
volume, like the subdued roar of some mighty cataract.
the shore line with roar which the boys heard, but cou ld
Not a breath of air was stirring as yet, while the hea.t was not appreciate.
now simply stifling.
rrhe outlook seaward was sublime, and rather terrifying
It was as if they were standing in a superheated room of to one unuseLl to such sights.
a great factory, where a thousand machines, were humming
The ship Golden Gate bad disappeared.
in the next apartment.
She had been swept beyond the encl of the island, and
"This is something we didn't look for, Val," said Tom. was now battling for her existence with the gale, miles awa.y
"I wanted to bet early tihis morning that there wouldn' t be to the soulhwest.
the ghost of. a storm to-day. In fact, I would have bet
'fhe storm continued to rage furiously, and the party sat
there wouldn't e:ven be any wind before sunset."
in the cave and watched what they could see of it.
"Strange things seem to happen in these latitncles." said
The lightning was of the most dazzling character, accomVal. "It loolrn as if we are going to remain on this island panied by terrific peals of thunder tha.t seemed to Phakc the
for two or three days."
island to its foundations.
"What's the difference, so long as we don't starve? I'd
"This is a corker, for fair," said Tom . " I wonder how
jnst as soon have a change as not. I'm dead tired of the long it'll last pn
ship. This vo~ age is altogether too long to suit me. If
.Taqk Junk volunteered the information that it was liable
you hadn't come along with me 1 should be bore1l to death." to last well into the night, perhaps till the following mornWhile they " _.ere speaking the air grew darker and the ing, mid maybe even longer.
soond of the corning gale perceptibly increased .
"If it does we don't eat then," said Val. "We'll be hun"I hope the ship won't be driven ashore on the island," gry enough to-morrow morning to eat a bunch of bananas,
said Val, sucldenly. "What do you think, Jack?" added skin, leaves, stalk and all."
the boy, a bit anxiously.
"I hope we won't have to subsist on bananas alone while
"I reckon she'll be all right if she holds togetiher," re- we stay here," said Tom. "I like variety in my food as
plied the sailor, who did not appear to be greatly concerned well as in everything else."
about the vessel.
J a.ck Junk assured him that there was other good fruit
"If she holds together!" exclaimed Val. "ls there any on the island' as well as shellfish along shore. '
danger of her not holding together?"
"If we had fishin' lines, my hearty, we could catch fish
"Ye can't tell nothin' about it," answered Jack Junk. in the inlet to the north, too."
"Ye may thank yer stars that ye're not aboard of her, for
"But we couldn't eat them raw. How would we cook
it hain't no way sartin she won't go to the bottom before them?"
this here gale blows out."
"We need a :fire, that's t\-ue," admitted the sailor.
"And if she did go to the bottom, what will become
"Oh, we can raise the fire, for I've matches in my jeans."
"Then we're all right, my laddybuck," replied ,Tunk.
of us?"
"We're sartin to be alive and kickin', at any rate, which
"A.re we? I don't see it. We have no frying-pan
ye kin be thankful for."
nor--"
"How could we get off this island if the Golden Gate
"Ye don't want none. Fish kin be baked to a turn in
was lost?"
hot ashes. The natives wrap 'em up in mud jackets and
The sailor shrugged his shoulders.
roast 'em in the embers of the flre."
"Have to stay here, like I did before, till sornethin' come
"But we haven't any salt, nor pepper nor- -"
along and took us off."
"Ye'll l'arn to git along without t
things if ye stay
That piece of intelligence was not very consoling to the long on the island."
boys.
Professor Scotchley inquired of the sailor what he
And while they were considering it the gale suddenly lhought a.b out the fate of the ship in that gale.
Junk was of the opinion she'd ride it out safely and
swept down upon the island like a million of shrieking
come back after them in due lime.
:fiends.
While it is true that the pro.fessor sympathized with those
The air grew almoot as dark as night.
Then followed thunder, lightning and rain, the like of on board the vessel at that moment, ·he was also much concerned about his specimens in his stateroom.
which they had never seen before.

a
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"How can you when you've only the word of that chap
IIe wondered what shape he would find them in when the
you met in Peru?"
ship came back to the island alter the gale.
Had he known that he was never to see those specimens
"He knew wha.t he was talkin' about. The Spanish Govagain he would have had a fit.
ernment believed Vasco's gold was here, for they sent two
The storm never let 11p a bit during the rest of that expeditions to search for it."
clay, although there were times when the rain ceased almost
"And you're sure they didn't find it?"
entirely.
•
"Not a nickel's woTth."
"Didn't other people seaTch for it, too?"
The party had no idea of the lapse of tiin~.
"Yes. More'n a dozen has been after it at odd times."
The professor had a watch in good running order on his
"How do you know but one of them found and carried
person: but he coulcln't see its face, and both boys clecli netl. to waste a match, for thC'ir s.upply was limited and it off?" said Tom.
J"ack didn't know, but he didn't believe they had.
might yet become \\'Orth their wE!ight in gold.
"If all these persons made a systematic search for the
"This is becoming monotonous/' said Tom, after the
lapse of a couple of hours, an cl no indications were apparent treasure and failed to locate it, I don't see where we
ofa change for the better. 1'I'm getting hungry, too. I wis.'.l come in."
Tom's arguments were all good, but Jack Junk wouldn't
we'd brought a supply of bananas to the cave. I could chew
on one, or a dozen, for that matter, with all the pleasure listen to them with any patience, because they didn't fall
in with his views.
in the world."
"I wouldn't mind a banana myself," replied Val. "It's · He hacl the idea firmly imbedded in his head that Vasco'~
not raining so hard i1ow, though the sto·rm seems as bad treasure was still on the island, and no amotmt o.£ argument
as ver, we might run over to the banana grove and get a would shake his faith in that fact.
He and the boys talkE!cl· about the pira.te gold until the
bunch."
"It's too dark. There, it's ·beginning to pour again. latter, a.t any rate, were tiTed of the subject.
As the storm still went on as bad as ever, they philoWf!ve got to go hungry."
Another hour passed away, and still the storm howled sophically cut supper out of the programme, and lying
down on the sandy floor of the cave tried to forget the
over the island.
seriousness of 1.heir situation.
By that time an hands weTe hungry in deacl earnest.
When night came on a cquple of hours later, the blackBut they had to grin and bea.r it as best they could .
It was four o'clock in the afleruoon, but seemed like ness of the sky only got denser, and the gale continued to
rage with full force.
se>en a.t night.
The boys fC'll asleep after awhile a.nc1 dic1 not awaken
Jack Junk was the lea.st affected of any of the party, for
he was accustomed to hardship, and a little thing like a few until mornin~ broke.
By that time the gale had spent its force, and had alhoms' fast didn't bother him anything to spea.k of.
ready
much abated.
Prolf,essoT Scotchley took Tefuge in his tho·ughts, which
B{1t
it was uot a bright, glorious morning like the prewere always a solace to him when things were running out
ceding one.
of their accustomed groove.
The sky was still dark, ancl the clouds were chasing eacih
"I reckon this here storm will give us time to hunt for
that there treasure," said .Tack Junk. "The old hooker other wildly.
There was neither sun nor blue sky to be seen.
won't be back here for a couple of days, and mebhe we kin
It still rained, but only at inteTvals, and the earth was
find out somethin' by that time."
·
"}3ut you must have clone some hunting for it when you soft and spongy.
"The storm is nea.rly over, irn't it, Val?" askecl Tom.
were here ten years ago," said Val. "And you had four or
"It looks pretty dark outside, but I guess it's clearing
:five months to do it in. If you c1ic1n't ma.k e any discoveries
in all tliat time how do you expect we will succeed any up all right."
"Where's Professor Sco•tchley ?"
better _in the short space of two clays?"
"He's snoozing a.way over in the corner."
"We kin try, can't we?" replied the sailor, doggedly.
"And Jack Junk-wheTe is he,?"
"Sure, we can try, but I'm afraid that's all it will
"I don't see him. Gone out to investigate the weather,
amount to. '
'
"Besides, the hooker may not git back in two clays, or perhaps."
Val stepped outside and pr8Sently caught sight of the
four clays, either,'' said Jack.
sailor coming from the banana grove with a big bunch of
"But somebody will have to watch for her."
the luscious fruit over his shot; lder.
"The perfcssor kin do that."
"Here he comes with our breakfast,'' said Val.
"'i\Te can ·t expect Professor Scotchley 1.o remain alone
'l'orn was by his companion's side in a minute.
a.t the south side
he island while we're knocking arol{ncl
'•Breakfast is wlmt I'm looking for,'' he said, eagerly.
at the opposite en a mile away,'' sa.id Val.
"\Ve kin arrange it some way, I reckon," persi8ted tlw ·• l "m hungry enough fo ea.t anything in lhe f'lha,pe or food."
'' l 'm in the same boat. I do1'.'t know when I have gone
sa.ilor.
so
long without having a meal. A nice, juicy steak, some
"After all, there may be no treasure on this island,"
friccl potatoes and coffee would go fine now,'' said Yal.
put in Tom.
''Oh, lor·, don't talk about such delicacies, you make my
"Yes, there is.'' Teplied Jack Jtmk, with a positive nod.
111011111 water."
"You couk1n't swear to it."
"Hern ye arc, my hearties," said Jack Junk, throwing
"Yes I kin swear to it."
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down the bunch of fruit. "Help yourself. There's plenty
more where, t:hey come from.''
"Wha.t about the weather, Jack?" asked Val, with his
mouth full of banana.
"Clcarin'. The sun'll be out before long."
"Tha.t's good news. I'm sick of being cooped up m
this cave." ,
Professor Scotchley now woke up and he came forward
to get his share of the fruit.
He made inquiries about the weather, too, and asked Jack
when he thought the ship would be back.
The sailor couldn't sa:y when she would be back.
To tell the truth, he hoped she might not return for a
\Yeek.
The boys wanted to go back i;sl the cove where they landed
to make sure that the Golden Gate hadn't been driven
'ashore and wrecked o.n, the island.
Professor Scotchley was also interested in the matter, so,
after all hanc;1s ha.d satisfied their hunger, thev took up
their line of march for the shore under the lead of the
1
sailor.
Tl1ey found the little cove, the day beforE; so beautiful,
was now a mass of foaming and 1.umultuous waves, and the
surf was throw~1 for many yards upon the beach.
The horizon was confused-they could not distinguish
the line between the water and the sky, and the whole shore
of the island, as far as they could see, was lined with a
white foam.
There was no sign of wr~ckage anywhere, which would
have been the case had the ship gone on the rocks, so the
conclusion was that she had been blown away from the·
island, and they might hope to see her later on.
CHAPTER VI.
RUBY FOSTER.

I

"Well, whu.t 's the programme now?;' asked Tom~ after
1.h ey had satisfied their curiosity with respect to the shore.
"What do you say, Jack?" asked Val.
"Well, my hearties, I'm for crusin' over to the north encl
of the island."
/
No objection being offered to this suggestion, the party
started in that direction.
The walking was soft, as might be expected after the
drenching the island had received, but did not greatly impede their progress.
They were treated to a cont.inuons shower-bath, however,
from the foliage through which they passed, and were
pretty damp after they had walked a quarter of a mile.
'J''hen they came out into a wide open spa.ce, thickly ca.r·
IJctec1 with a brilliantly green vegetation.
They could see the seven crater peaks very plainly no·w,
and the smoke issuing from three of them.
They formed a sm·t of cordon around the island, with
wide breaks between them, the center of the island being
practically a luxuriant valley.
The island was about a mile long and perhaps half a
mile a.t its widest point.
It WaS nOW abOU~ nine O'clock, and the Sun Was Struggling for an opening between the flying, sla.te-colored clouds
that covered tihe heavens.
The air was fairl.Y cool for that latitude, and afforded

n

the party great relief after the sweltering they hacl got from
the calm.
"I wouldn't mind living here for a.while if I had all I
wa;nted to eat/' saic1 Tom. "Nothing like feeling the solid
,
ground unr1er you, aiter all."
"I should like it, too, provided I had something to· occupy my mind."
"We've got 1.he pirate gold to interest us."
"I have Yen little confidence in that."
"Don't you. believe Ws here?''
"It may be here, but if so it's hidden too securely for
us to :find it. After all those expeditioos failed~ to locate it
there is small chance for us to l1it on it.''
"Well, we can a.muse ourselves searching for it, at .any
rate," replied Tom.
They were now approaching the shore of the northeastern
pa.rt of the island.
Val was carrying Tom's rifle, and the two boys we.re in
the lea.a.
Suddenly tihe entire paxty wern startled by the shrill
scream of a woman.
-"My gracious!" exclaimed Val. "A woman•on the island, and in trouble!"
The words were hardly out of his mouth before a second
scream rang out.
" 'Come on, Tom. We must see what's in the wind," cried
Val, sta.r ting off in the direction of the sound.
A third scream added enetgy to the boys' footsteps, aml
the.v pushed tl1eir way tihrnugh the trnpical verdure as fast
as they could.
It sounded quite near, and was mingled with the coarse
and threatening ejaculations of a man.
At length -Val, who was in the lead, emerged from the
edge of the grove into a clear space tb.at led down to the sea.
A few yards before him 'he saw a. lovely young girl strnggling in the arms of a bewhiskered man, who was dressed
like tlw mate of a vessel.
The girl was pretty strong and put up a. good fight, but
when Val reached the scene her strength was giving out,
aJ1d she uttered another piercing scream.
"Scream away, my pretty bird," la.ughcc1 the man, maliciously. "I mean to have a kie.<o-ay, a dozen of them--in
spite of your resistance. You're in my power and might as
w.ell yield first as last."
"Hold on there, you rascal!" cried Val, bringing his gun
clown from his shoulder. "What are you about?"
Val's unexpected appearance on the scene so astonished
the man that he mechanically relea.sed his grasp of the girl,
who at once took advantage of her opportunity and broke
entirely away from him.
"Save me! Save me!" she cried, rushing wildly toward
the boy.
I
"Sure, I'll rnve you, miss," said Val. 'I won't let him
harm you, you ma.y be sure."
The man recovered himself, &tared in an ugly way at
the boy, and then with an imprecation drew a revolver from
his pocket and started to advance upon Val.
"Stop!" cried the boy, in a tone that showed he meant
business. "Drop that revolver or I'll fire at you."
As Val covered the fellow with his rifle the girl fell ex~
'
hausted at his feet. · ·
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At the same time Tom made his appearance from the of your fathc1 's vessel, Miss Foste!", where was she from,
and where bound?" 1
..
\
.
grove.
"She was a brig named the L~Ldy of the Lake. We were
The rascal, ..Perceiving that the odds were against him,
came to a halt, but nevertheless held on to his weapon in a bound to San Francisco from Sydney with a ca.rgo of coal.
We went ashore here in a gale during the night. We had
dogged way.
"Drop tha.t gun or I'll dro'P you!" sa.id Val, resoh1tely. a crew o.f eight men with a cook, a carpenter and two mates.
Tom, seeing the state of affairs, concluded to chip in, too. Mr. Fox was the chief mate. All the others weTe lost,
"Throw that revolver_down!" he said, drawing his own either washed overboard when the brig struck, or in trying
to swim for the sho·r e."
weapon.
When the girl finished her brief story Val told the girl
The man hesitated, while his eyes flashed fire.
"Who are you and where did you come from?" he asked, his name and introduced Tom.
. At that juncture Professor Scotchley and Jack Junk
in an ugly tone.
"No matter who we are nor where we come from," re- appeared.
The mate, Fox, had walked awa.y and was out of sight,
tortecl Val. "We are going to protect this young lady from
you. I'll ask you once more to drop your weapon. If you but they were greatly astonished to see Val and Tom in
company with a young girl whose age was apparently bedon't you'll take the consequences."
With another imprecatio.n the rnscal threw his weapon tween sixteen and seventeen.
Val introduced· Ruby Foster to the professoT, and hasclown.
1
to explain matters.
tened
"Go and take possession of it, Tom," said Val, "and
The party then, under the girl's guidance, started for
see tha.t he doesn't get away, while I find out wha.t the
the cave where ber fat!her lay helpless from his broken limb,
,
trouble is."
After Tom had taken charge of the man's pistol and which he ha.cl received the night of the wreck.
then advised hi:tn to rnmain quietly where he was_, Val
lowered his gun and turned to the girl.
CHAPTER VII.
"Don't be frightened, miss," he sa.ic1. "My 'friend and
VAL AND TO.M: MAKE THEMSELVES GENERALLY USEFUL.
I will protect you from further harm. Will you tell me
who you are, anc1 how you come to be on this island?"
'.rl1e care into which Ruby Fosicr introduced Val ancl the
"My name is Ruby Fostel"," sobbed the girl. "My others, while not exactly facing tho sea,, was close to it.
father's vessel was wreck~d on this island two, weeks a.go.
It penetrated the · base of one of the crater cones from
Everybody was lost except my father, ' that man', who was "1h ich no smoke arose.i'·
the mate, · and myself. My father's leg was brokrn and he · It was really a series of ooverns, as Val and Tom afterfa unable to get around. He is in a cave near here. That ward discovered.
·
man, whose· name is Edward Fox, has been annoying me
The outer one. wa the Jargest, and there, on a bed of soft
with his attentions ever since we've been on the island. I vegetable fiber, lay Captain Foster, Rub_v's father.
was going to a place where we get water when he came u r
The cave was filled with a lot of stuff that had come
behind me, grabbed me and tried to kiss me .. I screamed, ashore from a wTeck o.f the brig-boxes, and kegs, an.cl r ope,
though I thought there was no one to help me. I don't and a miscellaneous collection of other things, many of
know what I should have done if you hadn't saved me them very useful to the thTee: castaways.
from !him. I am very grateful to you for doing so." ..
Capta.in FQster was astonished whein his daughter intro"You're welcome. I am glad I got hcTe in time to be duced four strangers in~o tihe cave.
.
of service to you. That man sha'n't bother you any more
Ho immediately jumped to the conclus1on that some veswhile we remain on the island, and when our vessel returns sel had anchored off the island, prnbably in quest of water,
to take us off we'll take you and your father with us." ·
which a.bounded on the place.
"Did your vesseil go away and leave you and that other
"FatheT," said Ruby, "this is Valeintine Yance."
boy here?"
"Glad to meet you, young man," replied the captain,
The girl regarded him in some surprise as she spoke.
cheerfully, extending his mahogany-hued hand.
"I'll tell you how it was," explained Val. "Our ship,
The girl tben introduced the others in the party.
the Golden Gate, bou:q.d from Sau Francisco to Sydney,
"I presume you are from a vessel that put in here• for
was becalmed off this island yesterday JD.Orning. The cap- water?" said Capta.in Foster.
tain died during the night and four of us brought the body
"No, sir. We were marooned heTe by yesterday's gale,"
ashore to bury 'it. While we were here the storm ca.me up replied Val.
and ( bl~w the vessel off somewhere, )Jut of course she'll be
"Marooned here by yesterday's gale?" exclaimed Captain
back a.f ter us inside of a couple of days. That's the whole Foster, in smprise. "I don't quite comprehend youT meanstory in a few words."
·
ing, young man."
Then Val told him how they came to be on the island.
"I am so glad there is a chance for us to get away from
He went into more details than he had told the girl, and
this place. Father will be very glad to hear it, too. You
must come with me, both of you, and I'll make you ac- Captain Foster and.his daughter soon understood the situaquainted with my father. He'll be glad to see you, for I tion thoroughly.
"'I hope you will remain here with us until your vessel
am his only companio!l, as Mr. Fox has little to say to him."
said the captain, in a hospita.ble manner. "We
returns,"
Professor
as
soon
as
minutes,
few
a
in
come
"We'll
Scotchley and Jack Junk come up. Let that man go, will be very glad of your society."
Val, who acted as spokesman for his party, told Captain
Tom," he addled to his companion. "What was the name
1
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Foster that they would be very glad to accept his invitation, as bhey had no place to go, and that it would be evel'
so much better fol' the whole party to hang together.
"You may consider tha.t your slay on the isiand will be
~hort, as the Golden Ga.te will undoubtedly be back shortly
to take us off. Of course you'll have to return lo Sydney,
but that cannot well be avoided."
"It will make little difference io us, since the brig is
lost," replied the bluff skipper. "We will manage to get
back to the United States by steamer. My vessel and cargo
were fully insnred, so that my lo$ will not be very considerable. She was an old craft, aud I have been thinking of
disposing of her and buying a more serviceable vessel, or
retiring from active service altogether."
"It was fortunate that you and your daughter escaped
with your lives," said Val.
"It was, indeed, and we feel very grateful to Heaven.
With the exception of my chief mate, l\1r. Fox, every other
soul was lo t. Where is Mr. Fox, Ruby?"
"Don't ask me, father. I don't know where he is, and
I don't care if I never see him again," she replied, with
some indignation in her. Lones.
"vVhy, what do you mean, Ruby?" asked Captain Fosler,
in surprise.
The girl then explained the iudignity which the chief
mate had subjected her to, and how Val and his friend
Tob had saved her from his undesirable farniliarilY.
The captain expressed 11is disapprobation of hi~ mate·s
ungentlemanly actions, and said he would certainly call
him lo accolmt for it when he saw. him again.
.
He thanked Val for his plucky interposition in his
daughter's behalf, and said he would not forget it.
Val and Torn then walked outside with Ruby, leaving
Professor Scotchley anc1 Jack Junk with the injured captain of the Lacly of the Lake.
Ruby :;cen?cd delighted with the companionship of two
boys about her own age, and she was especially taken with
Yal, not only because he had taken her part when she was
in serious troulJlc, but because he was a good-looking and
manly young fellow.
Val was equally struck with her.
She was an uncommonly pretty girl, with sapphire-blue
eyes, and fluffy golden hair.
Her naturally fair complexion was browned by exposure
to the SlID and winds of the ocean, and the ruddy hue of
perfect health glowed on her checks.
She was very vivacious, and not in the least degree bashful.
The three were soon on the best of terms.
Before they were an hour togetbeT lhe boys had told her
all about them elves, and she had been equally confidential
with them.
Her mother was dead, and the modest home in the Westcrn Addition of San Francisco, where she had heen born,
was rented during the 'absence of herself and father on their
long voyage.
'l'his was the second voyage she had made with her
father, and its unfortunate termination tempted her to believe that it would be the last if she could persuade her
parent to give up the sea for good.
V a.l told her how this island had once been the rendezvous of the Spanish pirate, Vasco i:Jhe Terrible, and that
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it was believed by many people that his treasure of pillaged
gold ruid other valuables was still secreted somewhere on the
place, probably in one of the uuknown caves of the seven
cra.ters.
·'Jack Junk, the sailor with us, was wrecked here like
yourself len years ago. He hunted for that gold during
the months of his enforced residence, but he did not succ~ed in getting even a clue to it. He wants us to help him
make a11olher earch, and we're going to do it, if for no
other pmpose than to pass away the time while we're here,"
saicl VaL
"There is another cave behind the one in which we have
taken refuge," said Ruby. "I looked in at the opening one
day, but it 1ras so dark and forbidding that I didn't dare
think of exploring it."
"\Ve'll talrn a look at it," said Val. "What do you say,
Tom?"
"Sure. I'm with you."
"You will have to have a light of some kind," said the
girl. "'fherc may be holes in it in lo which you might tumble
and go down ever so deep."
"We'll ma.kc 5ome kind of torehe ," said Val.
"You can do that easily," she answered. "A barrel of
tar came ashore from the brig which pa.pa expected to use
for si 1~nali11g the first vessel that hove in sight. By smearing the ends of a couple of pieces of wood in the stuff and
applying a li ght to the tar you will have excellent to·rches,
though they will give off a lot of strong smoke."
"We'll furnish the light, for we have a small supply of
ma tche"," said Tom.
"Oh, we have matches, too. We got lots of things from
the "Teck before she broke up. 1\Ir. Fox s1rarn out to her
one day an<l found one of the boat uninjured. He afterwards made several trips back and forth, bringing cooking
utensils from the galley and many boxes of canned goods
from the pantry, with knives, and forks, and spoons, and
dishes, and other things that came in very handy for us.
If the Yessel had held together longer he would have recover d much more from her."
"I suppose you are the cook?" laughed Val.
"Yes, and father says I am a good one. 1\Iamma taught
me how to cook and keep house, but this is the only chance
l'1'e had to show my skill since we broke up our home after
mamma's death."
"I'm afraid you don't ha.Ye much of anything, except
fish, to hf your hand on here," said Val.
"1\Ir. Fox shot a couple of rabbits this morning with his
revolver, and I intended to slew one of them for dinner.
As we have company, I'm afraid both of them will hardly
be enough to go around."
"Are there rabbits tm this island?"
"IJots of them. They must have been left here in the
past by the crew of some ship."
"Why, we've been looking for something large enough to
shoot, a.nd not the ghost of a fourfooted animal have we
spied," cried Tom.
"You didn't look in the right place for them," laughed
the girl.
"They must have seen us coming and laid low till we
got by," said Val.
"\V ell, it's time I began preparations for dinner, I
guess;" remarked Ruby. "You ca.n help me if you wish."
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The passage was not a long one, and ended in another
"All right. Our .services aJ:e at your command, Miss
cave.
Ruby," said Val.
Here they found plent.y oI evidence that the cavern had
"What shall we do first?" asked Tom.
once been occupied.
"Do you think you could skin the rabbits?" she asked.
There were three sea chests of an old-fashioned kind
"Don't lmow," replied Tom. ''Never tried it."
"Tom never did anything in the culina.Ty line in his standing against the walls.
In the center of the place was a, long, rucle table surlife," laughed VaJ. "His folks have three servants, mrounded by half a dozen kegs which had evidently been
cluding the cook."
·
used as sea.ts.
"I'm willing to learn," said Tom.
where
boys
the
Ruby got a couple of knives, and taking
They proved on examination i.o be empty.
the rabbits were hung to the limb of a tree, she took one
'I'here were a number of metal goblets on the table that
do1m and showed the boys how to take the furry jacket off Tom declared looked to be made of silver.
the animal.
In· one corner were scrernl old cutlasses and a singlcTbey each grabbed,a knife and proceeded to imitate her barrcled pistol with an ornamented wooden stock.
instructions.
"Hello, here's a silver coin," said Tom, picking the pi~e
While they were thus engaged she started a. fire in a. hole of money up.
in the ground which the mate had prepared for the purIt proYcd to be a Spanish piece about i.he size and weight
pose, and then got the pot to stew the rabbits in after they of an American ~il ver dollar.
had been cleaned and cut up.
"By George!" cried Val, in some excitement. "Looks as
Ruby, with the assistance of her two helpero, turned out if we hacl struck the old pirate's headquarters."
a first-class meal.
"That's what it doe!'," replied T·om. "Maybe we'll find
Besides the stewed rabbits, there were rich yams, bread- a. clue to the treasure here."
fruit and bananas, with canned tongue and two kinds of
A closer examination of the e:ups showed they were not
canned vegetables.
,
silver, but some base metal that looked like it.
The liquids consisted of cool water and cocoanut milk.
The clwsts contained a few pieces of faded clothing, bui.
At the conclusion of this banquet, as the boys called it, nothing of the least value.
e
Va.l turned one of them over to look at the metal knobs
Captain Foster produced a bottle of prime whiskey and
treated Professor Scotchley and Jack Jlmk.
that stucldecl ii.
This part of the programme suited the sailor so well that
H!'l happened to pre.8s one of the brass protuberances
he helped himself to several extra nips on the sly, and pretty bard and instantly a shallow drawer flew out half
:finally 1ralked off with the bottle while the captain was way.
talking with the professor, and betaking himself to the con"Hello!" he exclaimed, "this chest has a false bottom!''
cealment of the tropical vegetation, proceeded to get glorLooking into the drawer he saw a folded sheet of thick
iously full all by himself.
vellum.
Mr. Fox did not turn up during the meal, and so Ruby
Pulling it out, he unfolded it and exan1ined ii by the
!!et his dinner aside for him.
.
torchlight.
"Now," said Val, after he and Tom had helped wash
It was covered with writing, all of it in Spanish, which
the dishe8, "suppose we make those torches and explore the Val couldn't decipher..
inner cave?"
Tom and Ruby lookeil over Val's shaulder as he scanned
"That suits me," replied Tom.
the characters on the vellum.
"You'll come with us, won't you, Miss Ruby?"
"Wha.t do you suppose it's all about?" asked Tom.
She said she would, and so the bys hunted a.r ound for
"How shoulrl I know? H's a foreign lingo to me. T
suitable material to make the torches out of.
can't under..,tand a single word of it. It's just like rn
much Greek."
"Professor Scotchley will translate it. It looks like
CHAPTER VIII.
Spanish to me. He can read half a dozen languages."
WHAT VAL FOUND IN TUE SEA CREST.
"It might have some reference to the location of the
When everything was ready for the exploration of the hidden treasure," said Val. "It must be of importance to
inner cave, the boys lighted the torches and the three be concealed in a secret drawer."
"Wouldn't it be great iI it \1'aF?"
walked to the opening at the end of the outer cave. ·
"It would be fine."
Va.I went iJ?. advance, followed by Ruby, while •rom
"That would let Jack Junk 011t of it. You found the
brought up at the end of the procession.
Vance held his torch above his head to light the way and paper, and if it el10uld show where i.hc treasure is you would
avoid tumbling into any pitfall that might be in his path. be entitled to the biggest part of it."
"What do you take me for-a hog?" protested Val.
The second cave proved to be only a small om•, with a
divide up even."
"We'd
perfectly solid floor.
Only us three and the professor would be
"Nonsense!
There was an opening at the further end of it, and when
Val entered it he found himself in a narrow winding pas- entitled to a share of it. If I had anything to say you'd
have haJf, because you discovered the document."
sage with no roof that he could see.
"What's the use of talking, or counting our chickens
"I wonder where this will take us to?" he remarked over
before they're hatched? It may refer to something entirely
his shoulder to Ruby.
foreign to the pirate gold."
The girl hadn't the least idea.
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"I move we return to the front cave irnd get Professor
Scotchl ey to read it right mrny," said Tom.
"Oh, there's no rush. The treasure won't run a wa v if
thi s paper · has anything to <lo with it. Lel's examine. the
other ch eRts am1 see if there are any more secret drawers."
They did so, out the other two chests did nol seem to
have false bottoms. 1
They looked the cn,ve over thoroughly, but there was
nothing else of interest, so they returned by the way they
came.
Mr. Fox had showed up and was eating his meal by himself.
The captain had given him a laying-out, and he was in
a sulky humor.
He took no notice of Ruby or the boys, and presently got
up, lit his pipe and walked a.way down to the shore.
Tom called the professor outside and showed him the
paper.
"Can you read that, Professor Scotchley ?" he asked,
while Val and Ruby gathered around in eager anticipation.
The professor looked at the writing.
"Easily," he replied. "It is Spanish. Where did you
find it?"
"Val discovered it in a secret compartment of an old
chest we found in mm of the inner caves."
They waited impaticntl.v for him to run over it.
"What is it abo11t ?" asl,ed Tom, at length.
"It seems to be directions how to find a secret cavern."
"Does it say anything about a treasure?"
"Not a word about such a thing. I will translate it for
you," said Professor Scotcl1ley.
Whereupon he read the paper off as follows:
"Cavern in bas!'l of extinct crater, northwest corner of
island. Entrance sealed by revolving block of stone working on a pivot. Impossible to distingu.ish from face of
rock. Find button in center of circle facing entrance.
Press and stone will revolve on its a.xis, showing cavern
beyond."
That was all, but it 11·as enough to excite the attention
of tlie bovs and Rubv as well.
To their minds ii.. could mean but one thing-a carnm
so artfully concealed must be the resting place of the pirate's treasure.
It would not hnvc been so carefully constructed except
for a powerfo1 rea.,on, and that reason could onh be to hiue
1.he treasure acquired 1y Vasco and. hi.s lawles~ associates,
through pillage and n1lm1cr.
"\Vrite that all ont in Engfo1h, will yo·u, Professor
Scotchley ?" af'kC{l 'l'orn, eagerly.
'rhe profeRPor smiled and f1i.t1 so, using a lead pencil and
the reverRe .~iue of the vellum.
"That must be a Rtrange caYern," he said. "I harL1lv
wonder that yon are in(eresied in it. If you will _get tl{e
bearings of this particuhn· crater . .from Mr. Junk or Ca.pini n F o., ter, we will go over tlicre am1 examine it."
'·I'll see the captain at once about it," said Val, putting
the paper in bis pocket.
IIc ru:;het1 into the cave for that purpose, but to his di«appoi nfrn enL found Captain ]'oster asleep, and he did not
think •he oughl to disturb him, so he returned outside anll
told the others that the matte:· would have to be postronc I.
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"Post.pone nothing," replied Tom, who was hot on the
ireasnre trail, "where's Jack Junk?"
Professor Scotchley sa.ic1 1.hat Jack Junk had left the
cave soon after dinner, :;ind he had not seen him since.
"l)l bet he"s looking arom1d after that treasure him elf,"
said Torn, in some uisgust.
"'\Vhat is this treasure you're speaking about?" asked
the professor.
"Tell him, Val," said Tom.
Accordingly Val tolc1 Professor Scotchley all they had
learned from Junk alxrnt the ill--gotten plunder of the
pirate, Va.<:co the Terrible, 'rho haunted these seas about
eighty years or so before.
The professor was very much inteTested in the subject.
He aoTecd with the young people that in the light of the
buccaneer's notorious career, the expeditions that had been
made to the island in search of the supposed treasure, and
lastly the document which Val bad found referring to a
carefully concealed cavern on the island, there was some
reason to believe that the clue giren in Spa ish on the
vellum, and for so many yea;rs hidden in the false bottom
of the chest, might refer to the place where the treasure
in question was situated.
"That's exactly our opinion, Professor Scotchley," said
Torn. "I'll bet nine dollars to a doughnut that if we can
fo1d that cavern we'll find the gold ai1d othi;:r things hidden in it."
Ruby clapped heT hands at the prospect. of finding the
treasure.
She had read many stories about hidden pirate treasure,
and the idea that she might be connected with the finding
of one delighted her immensely.
"I suggest that we start to look for that cavern right
away," went on T'om.
"We must get the bea,rings first" said Val.
"We can get our own bearing,;."
"How?"
"This is the northern end of the island, isn't it?"
"Yes."
"Well, west is over there. You can see the sun is setting in that direction."
"That's right."
"Now I'in facing north, ·and my left arm is pointing
west. Half way between is northwest. There are two
smokeless crnlers over there. 'l'he cavern should be in the
base of one of them."
"'I'hat's all right; but if the entrance is impossible lo
clistinguish from the face of the rock, we'll have a nice
iirne locating it."
"Sl'e don't haYE\ to try a.nd locate the entrance, it's the
circle with the bl~ tto11 in the center of it we must look for.
'L'hat face:> the eutranl:e <le-cording to the paper. Find the
circle, press the button and the mechanism will do the
rest."
"If that circle was put there seventy or eighty years ago
it rna.y be all washed away by this time. Think how it
n1ined yesten1ay afternoon, and such rains are of. frequent
occurrence in this la.l:itude. Say it rajns th.irty times a year.
"\Jultiply thirty by eighty. What eftect wou ld 250 such
rn i 11-; its that have on ::Lily mark on the ground? The markin g" \roultl likely be washed out long ago," said Val.
".Kot if they were put there to stay. The circle was
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"It might be on the o.t11er side of the ravine," replied
Val.
"We can't get to the other side, froID; the lodlra of
things."
"Not from this point, but by going down to the beach
and wading the stream we could climb up on the otJrnr side
-the one facing the ocean. I should think that would be
just the spot where the pirates would put their stuff, provided tJrnre is a cavern there. It was nea;rer to their vessel, or to be-a.ts from their vessel," said Val. "You and
I could go and investigate while Professor Scotchley a.nd
Miss Ruby remain here till we get ba.ck."
"Well, come on," said Tom.
"Why can't I go, too?" pouted Ruby. "I don't mind
climbing over the rocks."
"I think you'd better stay here with the professor," answered Val.
rl'om thought so, also.
The fact was, the boys c1ic1n't walllt to be bothered looking
.a fter the girl, a.nc1 helping her over the lia.rcl places.
CHAPTER IX.
Tihe sun was going down fast, and they didn't have any
SEARCHING FOR THE SECRET CAVERN.
too much time to finish the job of getting aro-und that par"I suppose we must start from this point and walk ticular crater.
So they started off together and found trouble enough in
around this crater, examining the ground close to ft as
getting
down to the ·shore.
we go," said Val.
They
took off their shoes and waded the stream and then
"Tha.t's the idea," replied T'om.
,
"Then all I've got to say is tha.t wfive got a pJ>etty good climbed up the ocean side of the crater.
They ha.cl all their trouble· for nothing, for the genera 1
contract on our hands. "The ground is all broken up yonder. I doubt very much if we'll be able to get around." chara.cter of the crater showed no indications of a ca.vern
"It's a wonder the chap who wr0te that clirection on the in this quaxter.
When the boys got back to the professor al1C1 Ruby it was
paper didn't state on which ·side of the cra.ter the circle was
to be found. That would have saved us a lot of trouble." high time for them to return to tJ1e north shore and the
"He didn't write it for our benefit, Tom,'' l~ughed Val. cave where Captain Foster was.
They hadn't more than reached the place when da.rkness
"Apparently he didn't care to ma.ke the matter too clear."
fell
with its customary suddenness in that latitude.
"What was the use of writing the direction down, anyRuby cooked a pot o.f coffee over the fire that Val made
way, if he left the most important pa:rticular out?'~
"I'm not good at guess.i ng conundrum·s. Give me some- for her, and this, with crackers and ·fruit, formed their
evening repast.
thing easier." /
"Well, there'$ nothing gained by standing here and 1J ack Junk wasn't present, and the boys wondered where
wasting time jawinfl. Let us get clown to. bus.iness. I'm he had gone.
"It's a wonder he wouldn't tmn up for his supper,"
going to see if I ca.h circle this crater,'' and Tom started
said Val.
off to make good his words.
'I'he professor followed, and Val and Ruby brought up
"That's his funeral, not ours," replied Tom.
the rear as before.
·
' When it came time to turn in the boys found a soft and
When they came to the broken ground progress became retired spot in fue tropical underbrush near the cave and
difficult.
were soon asleep.
Finally their wa.y was blocked by a series of gullies and
The missing sailor wasn't very far from them, sleeping
.chasms that were quite impassable.
off his jag.
.
"vVe can't go any further in this direction," said Torn.
He turned up in time for brealcfast next morning, look"We must i:eturn. There is nothing doing in the circle ing rather seedy.
line any way in this direction."
"Where have you been keeping yourse1£, Jack?" asked
So they went back. to the starting point ancl started Val.
around in the, opposite direction.
"Ta.kin' a long snooze, my hearty," replied the sailor,
After going a. sho·r t distance they met with difficulties and that was all the explanation they could get out of him.
again.
"He looks as if he had been on a bust," chuckled Val
Tl1ere were rocks to get around or climb, and all sorts to Tom.
'
of obstructions that made an investigation tedious a.ncl
"He does tpa.t, but the few drinks Captain Foster treated
rather discouraging.
·
him to wouldn't have tha.t effect on him," replieu Tom.
Then they came to a ravine thwugh which a rapid stream
"He may have found one of those tropical trees t 1e sap
ran clown to the soo...
·
•
of wl1ich makes an intoxicating drink ."
"I don't believe there's any secret cavern in this crater,"
"He must have struck something that gave him a jag,
11aid Tom.
·
for he doesn't serm to be thoroughly ober now."

probably not marked with a brush, but chipped out of L"lie
solid ,rock. It would take the rain of several centuries to
wear the rock down smooth so that the circle would be
obliternted. Don't you think so, Professor Scotchley ?"
asked Tom.
·
·
"That would depend on how deep the circl9 was indented in the rock," replied the professor.
"Weil, as wf!ve go·t nothing else to do, I vote we. all go
over to those craters and take a look for the circle. We'll
have time enough before dark to· tackle one of them, and
if we find nothing in the way of a circle we can transfer
our investigations to the otiher to-morrow,'''said Tom.
"I'm ready to go," said Val. "Are you with us, Miss
Ruby?"
"Of course I am," she replied, taking him by the arm. ·
Tom and the profossor went in aclvm1ce, while Val and
Ruby followed, and in this order tJ1ey shortly arrived at
the base of one of the craters.
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"Maybe he got away with a bottle of the captain's
whiskey on the quiet."
"I guess you've hit it. Re probably noticed where Ruby
got the Bottle her father treated with, and he went there
and foond another."
"Or sneaked with the bottle the captain used."
Immediately after breakfast Tom proposed to resume
their search for the secret ca.vern.
Val and the professor were ready to join him, but Ruby
eouldn't leave her father, so they started without her.
They hadn't got very far before Jack Junk joined them,
and though the boys weren't pa.rticularly delighted to have
him along they couldn't shake him.
They made straight for the second of the two craters in
the northwestern end of the island.
'~Are ye huntin' for that there treasure, my hearties?"
asked Jack, suspiciously.
"That's what we're doing," replied Val. "I'v~ got a
clue to it."
"Ye have, eh? Where did ye get it?"
"Oh, I got it where you never would have found it."
"Do ye mean to say ye have an idee where it's to be
found?"
"That's about the size of it; but it doesn't follow that
we'll fin.d it, just the same. It's in a sealed-up cavern."
"How do ye know it is?"
"I found that out."
"Row did ye find it out?" persisted Junk.
"What difference does that make to you, Jack, as long
as you· get some of the stuff if we come across it?"
"Some of the stuff! I'm entitled to half of it."
"I don't see that you're entitled to any of it, as you
haven't clone anyt11ing to help find it."
"I told ye that !Jhe treasure was here, didn't I?"
"Yes; but that amounts to nothing unless it can be
found."
"I told ye that it was in the nm·th end of the island,
didn't I?"
"Well, you were wrong. It isn<t in the north end."
"What end is it in., then?"
"The 'IlOrthwest end."
"That's all the same."
"Not by a long chalk. But, even admitting that it is,
you don't know the first thing about finding the cavern
where it's hidden. You hunted for weeks for it when you
were here before, and what good did it do you? There is
only one way to reach that treasure and Tom, I and the
professor know tlmt way."
", o ye've told the perfessor, have ye?"
"We had to take him into our confidence."
"vVhy did ye?"
"Because the clue is in Spanish, and he's the only one
who could read it."
"What is this here clue ye are talkin' about?" Jack
asked curiously.
"It's a paper I found."
"Where did ye find it?"
"Tn an old sea chest t.hat belonged to· one of the pirates."
"Where did ye find the chest?"
"In one of the caverns back of the cave occnpied b)
Captain Foster."
"I seen them chests ten year ago when I was here, but

there wasn't nothin' in 'em. I kin swear to that," replied
the sailor, positively.
"Did you examine them?"
"Sure, I did."
"You didn't examine t11em ca.refully enough. One of
them is fitted with a fals-e bottom. There's a shallow
drawer in it. The paper was in that drawer."
"Where is that there pa.per?"
"Can you rea.d Spanish?"
"Sure, I kin read it."
Val took the sheet of vellum out of his pocket and held
it up for the sailor to look at.
"Read it, ~hen."
J aak Junk tried to1 but could only make out a few word~.
Many of the words were faded~ and it was so badly written, that it was a poser for the sailor.
Professor Scotchley, being an expert linguist, and well
educated in all kinds of handwriting, had experienced no
trouble in desciphering the paper.
"Can you understand it?" asked Val.
Jack Junk had to admi~reluetantly that he couldn't
read it.
"Well, the professor read it without any trouble."
"What does it say?" asked the sailor, eagerly.
"It says nothing abo11t the treasure at all, but it mentions
a sealed cavern in one of those two craters we're approaching, and how to get into it. I've got a notion that' if we
can find tl'lat cavern we'll find the treasure there."
"Row much do I get if ye do find the stuff?" asked Junk,
wHling to arbitrate t110 matter now.
"You'll get some of it, and if there's much there you'll
have more money than you ever owned in your life be.fore."
"I want enough to have a good time on till I turn up
my toes, d'ye understand?"
"You'll get that much, all right, if you don't spend your
sha;re all at once."
"Don't ye worry about me spendin' it all at once,"
growled the sailor.
"The best thing you can do is not to think about it till
you get it. We are not sure of finding the cave."
"Don't the paper say where it is?"
"Only in a general way. It is simply a clue. We've got
to hunt for it."
"I'll help ye hunt."
"You can do that when we rea.ch the crater."
It was a brilliant. morning, the heat of the sun being
tempered oy a cool breeze from the sea.
There was little or no surf now around the shore, the
ocean having subsided after the gale into a level and glistening expanse of water.
The party caught frequent glimpses of it as they walked
along.
At la.st they reached the crater they were aiming for, and
without delay started in to look for the circle mentioner1
'
in the sheet ~f vellum.
CHAPTER X.
DISCOVERY OF THE SlcCRET CAVERN.

They first directcd their course to.ward the sea, looking
cnrefully along the ground whfoh, however, was thickly
covered with vegetation.
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Sure enough, there was an immense circle, divided iuto
After going a hundred yards ;vithout result their further
ten segment::;, cut in a slab,of solid ston e.
;progress was barred by a precipitous brealc in the ground.
The circle anl1 the line.'> 0£ the E{'g-ments were filled up
HeTe the crater, as far as they could Re e aronud it, l1ewith dirt and cov~recl with vegetation.
scendecl in a sheer perpendicula.r wall into 1.he ocean.
'i' Stuck a.gain!" saicl 'rorn, rather disgu sted with the A circular spot in the center was nl!'lo covered with green
~
outlook. ~'If we don't hit the circle in the other direction tm£.
Anybody not looking for a circle would hardly suspect
I'll 'begin to think that paper c1on't amount to a whole lot
after all."
that the circle was anything more than 11D oc1<1 arrangement
of N atn.re, which often does curious things.
Th ey reversed their course.
Val knelt down close. tq the center piece um1 began pull"I'm afraid that the circle is covered up by the vegetation which has likely overgrown it in the eighty years since ing the growth away.
rrhis accomplished, he scooped the earth out 0£ the hole
it was made," said Val.
"Tha.t 's a very reasonable suppositon," said Professor into which it had taken lodgment.
·
Scotchley.
He was looking for the button which, according to the
"We'll have to clea.r the vegetation away, then," said paper, controlled the mechanism that opened and closed
the entrance to the cavern in the crater.
Tom.
At length he had removed the last of the earth.
"How long do you suppose it would take us to cut the
lay a small protuberance in the very center of
There
a.11,
t
a.
made
if
circle,
the
Besides,
stuff down? Months.
must have been made•on a slab of rock) and I don't see how the hole.
· The boy placed his thmnb upon it and, with beating
anything could grow on a rock."
bore down on it.
heart,
"It could grow all around the rock and hide it, couldn't
pressei the knob in the basin-like hole a remarkVal
As
it?" said Tom.
"It could do that easily enough in time, if the rock able change took place in the apparently solid surface of
the rock.
,__
wasn't too big."
A ponderous stone. working on an axis, swung down"The rains could wash enough earth over the slab to
into a horizontal pos·ition, revealing a 1'00rn beyond.
ward
hide it, and form a bed for vegetation to grow in," said
haJ1~ gazed on the opening wii.11 wonder and astonAll
P rofessor Scotchley. "All tha.t could happen inside of
ishment, then Pmfessor Scotchley broke the charm by nn
eighty years."
"I guess we're up against a hard proposition," said Tom, exhibition of boyish delight.
He 11ttered a shout and a hop and swung his hat in the
as they walked slowly along, looking in front and to the
air.
right and left as they p~·oceeded.
Tom threw one arm up and gave a loud hurrah.
"Hard or !10t, we'll stick it out as long as circumstances
Jack Junk, who was in the rear, gazed in bewildered
permit us to . . The object to be gained is well worth any
astoni::;lnnent.
amount of exertion," said Val.
Val, being down on his hands and -knees, had a better
They were now ascending to a higher plane up the side
of the crater, and they gradually obtained a more extended view of foe interio·r than the others.
view of the island.
He saw some boxes piled near the enh:.ance, several of
K qua.r ter of a mile a.way, jutting out into the ocean, was them actua.lly O'rnr:fl.owing with what appea.red to be gold
coin.
the first of the three smoking craters.
T'he seco·n d was a.t a right angle on the other shore of · "Hurrah.!" he shouted; gleefully, springing to his feet.
t he island, while the third was about a. mile away, at the "There's the treaSLlre. ·I can see money to burn! We'll
·
all be millionaires!"
south end.
He mnde a clash to enter the cavern, closely followed hy
"Whe1:e a.re we going?" asked Tom at length. pausing
to fan himself with his hat. "Up to the top of th'is cone?" Tom.
·
"Looks like it," replied Val.
In a moment both had passed under the poised slab and
"Then we're on the wrong track. The paper said the were gazing spellbound at the heaps of coin on the tops of
cavern was at the base of the crater, ru1d the base of any- the boxes.
thing is usually the bottom, or the spot on which it stands>
Professor Scotchley and Jack Junk followed them, and
"The base in this case may mean tJ:ie foot of the wall at the eyes of the la.tter took OQ1 an avaricious gleam as his
.
any particula.r spot.))
gaze rested on the heaps oE money.
"It may mean a whole lot, but I don't believe it does,
"Gracious!" exclaimed Torn. "These boxes are fa'irl y
jtist the same."
overflowing with yellow boys. · It makes my mo11th wnt.:.'r
"We'll keep on, anyway, and see where we come out ai..'' to•look a.t them."
Val thrust his hand into one of the money pile;, and too'.;:
"Oh, all right," replied Tom. "I don't care; but I've
'
up a fistful.
money to bet that we. don't--"
The coins were all about the size of an American quarie t·
Val suddenly ma.de a dart forward several paces :md then
and uncommonly bright.
looked down at the grmmd.
Professor Scotchley lea.ned Iorwanl trnd took sercr·ul of
"HuITah !" he shouted, excitedly. "Here's the circle."
:ms eja.culation brought the rest of the party up in short the coins out of Val's hands.
·
order.
A curious smile wreathed his counlrnm1ce as he examine( l
They all gathered a.bout him and looked clown where and weighted them.
"rrhis is not gold," he said. "Tt's brass."
he pointed.
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The four gathered around the chest a.n d looked at it
"Brass !" gasped Val and Tom in a breath.
"Exactly-brass. And they"re not regular coins, either. critically.
Suddenly Val stooped down and picked up three Spanish
They are privale tokens of an old South American diamond
mining firm, once used for barter and exchange among the doubloons that lay alongsic'lc o.f the chest.
'J'hcy were Rih·er pieces as big as an American dollar.
employees only. l've seen samples of the."o coim before.
The discovery of the clonbloons raised the hopes of the
In fact, I have sevm·al in my coin. collection at home. 'T'l1ey
are practically worthless now. and nrP no longer used for boys once more.
Tom lit a match, looked behind 1.he chest and found two
the purpose for which they were ca.-t.''
A closer look at the money convincetl the t"·o boys that more of the same kind o{ coin.
''I'll bet this is one of the trrnsnre •·best~ ." he ~aid, with
Professor Scotchley had only spoken th~ trnth, and their
expectations of having become millionaires sank down to fresh excitement. "Look, how slrongly clamped the thing
zero, while Jack Junk gaze_d at the bright money in stupid i:; ! ' Why, it would take a sledp:c-hammer lo burst it open!"
·
be"ildermenl.
The general opinion of all hands "'as that the chei:;t con"Antl tlwse iron-bound boxes arc all full of the de111 tained somelhing of value, and the boys were eager to get
stuff," said Tom in great disgust.
it open.
That, however, was an impossibility without tools.
He dug his hand dorwn into one pile o{ co.in, but it met
with a hard obstruction.
Tom suggested tackling it with heavy stones, but Val
Sweeping the brass stuff away he found he had struck the objected to that methocl as being impracticable.
top of the box.
"There ii:; a hatchet and some ca.rpenter's tools at the
"T.hese coins are only piled on the outside of this box," ca Ye,'' he said. "We'd better return there now, and this
he said.
afternoon ""e'll come ba ck here with the implements most
The boys found the same fact true with respect to the available for the purpose and go through this chest, and
also investigate the contents of the boxes and kegs. It's
other two boxes ..
The coins were merely heaped on top of them to give the most sensible course we can pursue, don't you think so,
Professor Scotchley ?"
them the appearance of being full to overflowing,
The professor agreed with him.
"That's what I call a low-down, deceptive trick," said
Tom also thought it was a good plan, and sa.I a so..
Tom, wrathfully. "Do you suppose those pirates r1id that
While the boys were talking Jack Junk was casting an
to fool anybody who found this ca.vern by accirlent ?"
eye on the supposed trca.~ure chest, and mentally
avariciOllS
"Give it up," replied Val, gloomily, for all his golden
calculating how much of its contents ought to come to
visions had been rnthlessly shattered .
•
"How do you suppose those pirates got hold of this him.
'
The attitude of the boys didn't plPase him a little bit.
brass rot?" asked Tom of Professor Scotchlcy.
A~ matters looked to him they apparently intended to
. "The coin was probably manufactured in Europe for the
diamond company, and the pirates no doubt captured the claim the lion's share of whatevrr treasure was f01md, and
vessel that was bringing it to Rio de Janeiro, which was hand him over what they thought. fit, which he judged
the headquarters of the dia.mond mining company about would be a very small part.
He was of the opinion that he ought to have half of the
that time. That is the only reasonable way I can see that
pirate's plunder.
they could have got possessiO'll of so much of it."
The boys never would have thought about Vasco's trea"Do yQlu suppose all these kegs . and boxes are full of
the blamed stuff?"
sure but for him.
in
To be cut off with a small share wasn't a square deal
Val lifted one of the hoxes.
/
"It's pretty heavy," he said. "And doesn't look as if his opinion.
"l'he sight of the heavy iron-bound sea-chest, which he
jt had ever been opened. All the boxes are of one size
and are certainly filled with something, but I feel sme that felt assured contained the treasure he had been thinking
about off and on for a. mailer of thirty years, excited a
it isn't the treasure we're after."
strong feeling of cupidity in his breast, and an equall.v
Tom was certain of that fact, too.
He laid hold of one of the kegs and found it weighty also. strong feeling of resentment against any one• who· would fry
to deprive him of what he considered rightfully his prop"Maybe they're full of gunpowder~" ho sa id.
"Or some kind of liquor," suggested Val giving one of erty.
them a kick.
The longer he considered the matter the uglier he grew
At the mention of the word "liquor" Jack Junk smacked on the subject, until· some pretty bad tholfghts began to
his lips in a greedy way, for next to a keg of gold, a. keg take possession of his brain.
full of whiskey or brandy strnck a long-felt want in his
"Come on, let's get back," said Val at length, walking
breast.
out of the cavern.
The rest of the party followed, the sailor reluctantly.
"If the pirates had any treasure it must be here some"Now to close the entrance," said Val, going to the hole
where,"' said Tom. "Let's look around."
the center of the circle where the knob was. "I wonder
in
Val at that moment spied a heavy brass-bound sea-chest
how the reverse action works?"
in a corner.
As the party gathered around him Jack Junk watched
"What's this?" he said, going over to it.
the boy'ts movements with sharp attention, as he wanted to
· He tried to lift it~ but it was as solid as a rock.
"Maybe some of the pirate treasure is in this," he said. learn how to operate the mechanism himself.
"I pressed qown on it before, which caused the stone
"It's heavy enough to be filled with gold."
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to revolve," said Val. "I suppose I ougl1t to pull on it
now to make it turn back into its place again."
He suited the action to the word.
All heard the sharp click that followed somewhere about
the entrance.
Then the ponderous stone revolved backward and sealed
up the opening without making a sound, so nicely adjusted
it was.
"The man who executed that job was an artist," saicl
Val. "I don't see how such a contrivance col1ld have been
built away out here on an island in the middle of the South
Paci fie."
'·The fact speaks for il,"elf," replied Tom, "and there's
no cause for us to worry about how it was clone. There
·were expert mechanicians eighty years ago as well as to-day.
Pr0~~ the button and let's see if it works all right again."
Val pressed the knob, and the stone opened as noiselessly
and easily as before.
Then he closed it again.
''It is probably worked by a series of thin steel arm'3
under the slab," said Professor Scotchley, who was much
interested in the mechanical contrivance.
"I don't see why the pirates went to all this troubk
when they could have buried the stuff somewhere down
along the seashore and it would have been just as safe,"
said Val.
"I should imagine that one of their number, being of a
mechanical turn of mind, suggested this scheme as an improvement on the customary burying process," replied the
professor. "Its very novelty no doubt caught the fancy of
his comrades and they acted on it under his direction::;. At
any rate, the fact remains that the idea. was carried out,
and in the moot clever manner. After the knob in the hole
was covered up with earth, no one not in the secret of its
existence would ever discover it except by accident. Just
why the big circle was cut into segments, however, is not
very clear to me, for it looks like a useless proceeding."
After some further talk on the subject the party sta.rtecl
back for the cave by the sea, full of golden vi~ions of the
future.

other suitable tools we can find, and open it somehow so
as to find out ju:;t what it contains."
"f'm going with you," she said, in a tone which indicated.
that she didn·t mean to be left out in the cold.
"All right. I'll see that you don't get into trouble,"
laughed Val.
"You're very kind," she replied, making him a mock
courtesy.
Val then told her about how they had been deceived by
piles of brass private money, which they had first taken
for gold coin.
She laughed heartily over the matter, and said she hoped
the next money they found would be the real thing.
"Val, let's go and take a bath in the inlet before dinner," said Tom.
"I'm with you," replied Val. "What's your bill-of-fare
to-day, Miss Ruby?"
"Potted meat, canned tongue, breadfruit, canned corn,
bananas, yams, and cocoanut milk"
"That's a fine lay-out for the shipwrecked and marooned
inhabitants of this island. Almost as good as hotel fare,"
said Tom. "I am beginning to feel hungry already."
"\Ve'll have fried fish for supper if somebody would be
"kind enough to catch a few," said the girl.
"Got any fishing tackle?" asked Val.
'
"Oh, yes. You boys might look for ;;ome shellfish while
you're in balhing. You'll find lols among the outer rocks
of lhc reef."
"I suppose we must make ourselves useful in order to
cam om grub," said Val.
"You won't have to clo it long, fo\' I suppose your vessel
will be back by to-morrow," she replied.
"I wish she wouldn't turn up for a week or two," said.
Torn. "I'm just beginning to enjoy myself here."
"Well, run along and take your bath. I shall expect you
back to dinner inside of an hour."
The boys wal'ked over lo a cove a quarter of a mile away,
undressed and plunged into the waters of the inlet.
'rhe inlet was a narrow arm of the ocean pro~ted by
a long line of reef.
"I'll race you over to the reef, Tom," said Val.
"What's the slake?"
CHAPTER XL
"Oh, I'll go you anything from a nickel to half a dollar.''
TRAPPED IN THE CAVERN.
"Make it a quarter. I don't want to rob you of all your
The boys :found Ruby impa.tiently a.waiting their return. r·hange," grinned Tom.
"Well," she asked, expectantly, "did you make any dis"A qua.r ter it is. Are you ready?"
coYery ?"
1
"Sure."
"We did," replied Val. "We found the circle and the
"One, two, three--go !"
secret cave."
The race began at once, and Val won by a length.
"Did yO'll, really?"
"You're an easy proposlion," laughed Val, as he climbed
"Ask Tom."
on. the outer line of rocks.
"That's right; we found it," said T'cim.
"You c1icln't beat me so much that you need crow over
"What about the pirate's treasure?"
it," growled Tom.
"That's a conundrum at present," he replied.
"It's like finding money to swim you for a wager.
"Didn't you find anything in ~he ca.vern ?" she asked, in Aren't you sorry you bet?"
surprise.
"No, I ain't sorry, smart aleck. I'll bet you another
"0 h, yes. We found a lot of boxes and kegs, and a quarter I'll beat you back to ihe beach.'
heavy iron-clamped sea-chest. · If the treasure is there it is
"You're a dead game sport, aren't you?" chuckled Val.
in that chest, most likely."
"Come, now, you want lo get busy and look for some shell"Didn't you examine the chest?"
fish. We'U carry them back in this net I fetched along."
"No. It had too solid a look for us to get a peep inside.
They had no difficulty in finding all the shellfish they
We're going back after dinner with the hatchet, and any wanted, and with a net full they swam leisurely back,
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dressed, a.nd returned to the cave, where they found dinner
waiting for them.
,\.ftcr the meal Val announced that tlicy wol1ld return
to the crater.
"Will yo u carry the hatchet, Jack?" he asked the sailor.
"No. I'm not goin' over ag'in to-day, my hearty,"
growled Junk, throwing himself down under the shade of
a species of palm tree.
The boys were surprised at Jack's apparent want of interest in the treasure, but were just as well pleased to leave
him behind.
They wouldn't have been quite so satisfied if they knew
what was passing in the sailor's mind.
Captain Foster asked Tom to lend his rifle to Mr. Fo,x to
go rabbit hunting with while they were away, and the boy
consented.
The party proceeded in much the same order as during
the preceding afternoon, Ruby showing a decided preference for Val's society.
In due time they reached the crater and ascended to the
place where the circle was.
They had not the least idea that their footsteps were
dogged by Jack Junk, who had followed them far eno'l1gh
behind to escape observation,
Ruby uttered an exclamation of astonishment when Val
pushed the knob in the hole and the hea.vy slab swung out
on its axis, disclosing the ca vern with its barrels and boxes
beyond.
As they all disappeared inside of the opening, Jack Junk
slouched cautiously up the incline.
A wicked plan had iaken possession of his brain.
If it worked' all righ t he figured that the whole of the
pirates' treaslU"e, which he believed to be in the sea-chest,
would be his.
Ho'il' he coulcl carry that treasure away from the island
after he got posRcssion of it in the manner he was calcu'
lating on did noL bother him just then.
While he wai; slowly making his way toward the mouth
.of the cavcn1 Val and Torn were figuring whether they
should commence opera.tions on the sea-chest or on one of
the boxes.
Finally they clecicled to begin with one of the boxes, and
Val, "·ith the hatchet ancl a large-sized chisel, started to pry
the cover off.
"Suppose we all take a guess as to what the box contains before the cover. comes off?" said Tom with a grin.
"I'll bet it doesn't cont;a.in• any of the pirates' treasure,''
said Val.
"I'll wager it's full of those brass t01k()'Qs," said Tom.
"I couldn't guess, for I haven't the least idea what's in
it," said Ruby.
"What do you think is in that box, Professor Scotchley?"
asked Tom.
"I think it's a case of spirits," he answered.
"What makes yon think so?"
"That trade-mark burned in the wood. All the boxe;;i
have it."
A.fter some difficulty Val succeeded in remo·ving the
cover.
The professor's guess was the co-rrect one.
The box co-n tainecl a dozen sealed stone jugs labeled
"Schiedam Schnapps."
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"That settles the contents of these boxes," said Val.
They all bold gin."
" How about the kegs?'' said Tom.
"l'd like to bet a dollar to a nickel that they contain
some kind. of spirits, too."
"What do you suppose the pira.tes brought all that stuff
here for?"
"To drink, of course. They always liked to have a howling old time when they were ashore, so they laid in a good
stock of the stuff which they must have captured on some
vessel ·which probably carried a cargo of it. These boxes
and barrels contain what they didn't get the chance to· consume. It was left for a future carouse which never came
off, because the rascals never returned to the island."
"Well' let' tackle the chest, and see if the treasure is
in that. It must be somewhere about, if the villains didn't
take it away with them."
"If it isn't in this chest then it may be concealed in an
inner cavern. There's a hole in the wall yonder which
leads somewhere."
All looked in the direction that Val pointed and saw
a dark aperture which indicated the way to a passage or
cave beyond.
"The reason why I feel almost sure the treasure Jack
spoke a.bout nrnst be here is that the pirates would hardly
go to the trouble of sealing this cavern up in such an art.fol manner if they didn't have some powerful reason for
doing it," said Val. "If their plunder isn't in this sea,.
chest it's hidden in another cavern back of this, reached
through that opening in the wall."
"Well, see if you can knock the cover off the chest,"
said Tom.
"What's the matter with you taking the first whack? I
opened the case of gin."
"All right. Give me the chisel and hatchet."
"Where are you going to start in?" asked Val.
"Here," said Tom, giving th e cover a smart upward
cra~k with the hammer end of the hatchet.
To the astonishment of the boys the lid bounced up several inches and fell back again.
"Why, it isn't locked at all," said Val, seizing the lid
and flinging it open.
As Val lit a match all gathered around the sea-chest full
of curiosity and anticipation as to the character of its
contents.
To their great disappointment it proved to contain nothing more valuable than several coils of rope and a number
of beavy tackle blocks, together with a lot of other nautical
gear of a similar kind.
"Well, if that wouldn~t jar you!" cried Tom. "And we
thought it was full of go-ld money and valuable jewels, and
other things of that kind.'~
"Isn't it too disappointing for anything?" saic1 Ruby.
Professor Scotchley, who since the discovery of the brass
tokens had begun to entertain very serious doubts as to
the presence of any treasure a.t all in the ca~rn, stroked
his beard and looked wise, like an olcl owl.
"If Jack was here he'd have a fit over this throw-down,"
said Val.
The words had hardly left his mouth before the attention
of the party was attracted by a sharp click at the opening.
'
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They turned just in time to sec the huge stone revolve,! \-al expected Urnt this passage would terminate in anI other cavern close at hanJ, but it didn't.
shutting them prisoners in the cavern.
Fi11ally he came i.o a junction with another passage, leading off lo the left.
lkre he i;toppcd and waited for Tom anc1 the professor to
CHAPTER XII.
come up.
THE WAY TO FRE@Ol\I BLOCKED.
"Rtuck ?''asked Tom, over Ruby's shoulder.
"No," replied Val. "I am i::imply up against another
A moment before the afternoon i::un, streaming throug11 paHsagc. I don't know whether we had better follow the
the oprning, had lighi.ec1 the cavern fairly well, now thr one we're on or take the other."
"Yon might try the new one. Go on a little way yourlittle party was surrounde<l by an Egyptian darkness.
The transformation hac1 bQcn so sudden and unexpecterl self and see if il nms far. We'll wait here for you to come
that for a moment or two those imprisoned in the place back. If yon hit another passage on your \vay come right
back for fear that you might get muddled up and lose 1u;."
never stirred nor uttered a sound.
"Let me go with you, Val," begged Ruby.
Then the spell was broken by Tom exclaiming:
"You can come, if you want to," he replied, "though I
"Great Jewhittaker! The stone got loose somehow and
we're caught in here like ra.ts in a box trap. What are we shoula think you'd rather remain here with Tom and the
•
professor."
.
going to do now?"
"No, I want to go with you," Rhe insisted.
"The stone didn't get loose of itself," replied Val, coollv.
She \Vas allowed to have her way, and when Val startec1
·
"It didn't!" ejaculated Tom. "It must haw>'
off along the new passage she tagged on close behind him.
'
"No. Jack Junk has trapped us."
Aftri· going down . a short distance the passage took a
"Jack Junk!" cried Tom, in surprise. "Why, he didn't
deci<lec1 up-grade.
come with us."
The floor was comparatively smooth and free of stones
"I know he didn't, but he followed us, just the same.
or earthy obstacles.
.
He's up to some game."
Suddenly it took a sha.r p turn, and Val saw light ahead.
"How do you know Jack Jull'k trapped us? And why
l
should he do so?"
"'There's an opening in front of us, Ruhy," said Va,
may
"This
Val.
him
called
hacl
"Because the moment I heard the click I recognized the dropping the Miss, as she
sound and looked quickly at the entrance. I could see right be a brick exit from the cavern."
"I hope it is," replied the girl. "I don't like to be shut
out under the stone a.c; it commenced to revolve. Jack was
lying on the ground across lhe circle with his face huned
np underground."
toward the opening with a look of triumph pn 4is features." · The ascent grew steeper as they proceeded.
fl k
"Is that so?" gasped 'Tom.
Then they caught a glimpse of the blue sky- and a ec
"Yes, it's so.-"
of sunshine.
h
b k
"What do you suppose his obJ"ect is?"
e
Yal blew out the light in the lantern, for e , new
t
"Probably to frighten us into making terms with him.
saYe
o
wanteci
he
ancl
passage,
that
through
back
go
to
had
H e wants half of the treasure that he thinks is in those
·
·
the candle.
kegs and boxe;;.,,
At length they reached the opening and looked out to
"He can have the whole of what's in them, for all I
care. 'I'here's enough gin there to keep him blazing drun'k sre whereabouts they were.
'T'hey fom:¥[ they. were about forty foet down the inside
for a year," said Tom.
"It is evident to me that. the fellow is a rascal at heart" ol' th ~ extinct crater.
All arounrl them the wall of rock ro~e and descended in
'
vv e have been deceived in him. T11e idea of
sa1"d V al . cnrr
inacceRsible and precipitous fashion.
an
prisoners!
us
making
then
and
here
up
him following us
Not the slightest chance of escape for them lay in that
.
I 'd like to punch his head."
<lireclion.
Val to~< ou1t his match -safe and struck a light.
"We're stuck, Ruby," he said. "We can't get out this
"We'll soon use up all our matchet> if we've got to dei1end on them for illumination," said Tom, as Val struck way. that's certain."
''Isn't that just too provoking for anything?'' she rea seconrl one. "We ought to have torches."
feeling rea.cly to cry from vexation.
plied,
askc<l
case?"
that
of
top
the
on
yonder
tha.t
"What's
"H's rough, that's a fact. Just lake a look down inlo
'l'orn, pointing.
the crater. Doesn't it give you the creeps to imagine where
'l'om went over and laid hold of the article.
you would go if you tumbled into this yawning hole?"
Ire ultered a cry of s)ltisfaction .
Ruby looked and then shuddered, while she grabbed Val's
"It's a lantern," he sai<l, "and there's a candle in it."
the tighter.
arm
as
brightly
as
glowed
it
The canclle was lighted and
dear, wha~ shall we do now?" asked Ruby.
"Oh,
of
out
not
and
along,
right
though it had been in steady use
"There's nothing for us to do but to go back and rejoin
commission for so many years.
Taking the lantern in his hand, Val, with Ruby close Tom ancl Professor Scotchley."
They started back the way they came, and as Val knew
behind him, led the way through the dark hole at the end
the road was straight and clear he did not relight the
of the cavern.
They found themselves in a narrow, rocky passage that lantern.
When he thought he was drawing close to where Tom and
inclined downward.
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the profes.sor were awaiting their rclurn he shouted out,
"Halloa, Tom!"
'' Halloa, old man!',. came back from a short distance
ahead.
In another minute the party came together again.
"Well, where djd the passage leac to?" asked Tom.
"You'd never guess," replied Va1.
"I'm noL going to try. Where did it lead to? The
open air?"
''Yes."
"Can we get out?" asked his friend, eagerly.
":No. The passage ends right in the crater."
- "The dickens it does!"
"It does, a.bout forty feet from the top edge. The interior of the crater is nothing but a sheer wa 11 of precipitous
rock, up and down. If 1ve had wings we might stand a
show of getting out, otherwise, nit ."
"That's rough. S'1rnll ·we go back ai1d ee if Jack Junk
has opened the entrance?"
"You can, if you like, and we'll await you here. It's
my opinion that he hasn't made anv effort· to release us."
"Then you want to push on dow~ through this passage
on the chance that it may bring us out somewhere?"
. "To tell you the trt1th, Tom, I don't really belieYe there
is a back 1ray out."
"Then why go on?"
"I've a curiosity to see where thiR lcacl" to. Tt is possible
there is another cavern in this cratc1· where the pirate" hid
their plunder. It certainly isn't in the scaled ca.Yem. If
we don't find such an underground va.ult I think we may
conclude that the pirates got away with their treasun~
themselves. Or else somebody who got' holrl of the secret
of entering the cavern came here and carted the stuff off
without any one becoming the wiser."
Tom concluded not to return to tlie s<:>aled ca\C~rn as
'.
he judged they would in the end all have to go baC'k together, so the downwa.r d line of march was renewed with
:
Val and Ruby in the lead.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE WONDERFUL JIIAHINE C.WEP.)f .

The passage had a clear clescencling gracle, Rometirnes
quite steep in places, but mD"tl~' ea;;y to walk along.
It wound along omewha.t in a serpentine fashion, antl
was rlear of pitfalls or obstructions of any kind .
Val was very careful not to advance too r-apid ly, as 1rcll
a! to flash the lantern continual ly before h im.
As Val raised t.he lantern above h is head his hand came
into contact with the roof of the passage. which W<l~
scarcely more than a foot aborc their hcndi; at thiR point,
while its width had narrmrc(l to about thl'ee feet.
'l"'he slope also became much stt' per, anJ they batl to
walk more ca.refu11y.
Sudclenl_y Val stopped short, and hL'ltl up the lantcm
beneath which he peered .
''Do you s~ anything, Val?" ask0cl Ruby, anxiously.
"No, but I hear something:.""
A dull rushing sound smote upon their ears, bnt in a
muffled, strange way, that p112zled them t.o make out what
it might be.
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''Water, isn't iL?" spoke up the professor. "The sea
breaking in through some hole nea.r here."
"Maybe it is," said Tom; "but it sounds awfully weircl
to rne--just like the deep breathing of some sea monster. "
"'['Jl bet there's a sea cave below us," said V aJ, after
listening intently. "Maybe one of us could get out by
Rwirnming. Then he could climb up the shore. return to
the spot where the circle is and reopen the entrance fo.the rest to get out."
"You may be right," said Tom. "Are you going to
push ahead and see?"
"I am," r~turned Val.
He started to advance without his usual caution, and as a
consequence met with an unexpected surprise.
Ile stepped into a shallow hole, lost his balance, pitche.1
forward, and came down on all fours with a crash.
The lantem was smashed an d the candle extinguishc''1,
leaving the party in complete darkness.
Ruby uttered a scream which echoed an d re-echoc.l
through the passage.
"Great Scott! What's happened to you, Val?" askctl
Tom, aghast.
"I stepped unexpectedly into a hollow about a foot deep.
For the moment I thought I was going down into a pit.
The worst of it is I've busted the lantern."
'' Thafs bad," answered Tom.
"rt can·t be helped,'' sa.id Val, lighting a m atch and
hunting among the debris of the shattered lan tern fo r th e
remains o.f the candle.
He found and lit it, then he helped Ruby down into
the hollow, and pointing it out to 'rom and Professor
Scotchley, started on again with due caution.
As they prcs.c;;ed forward the souncl o.f rushing water became more and more apparent, and evidently close at ha.ml.
"\Ye are getting near the level of the ocean," said Val.
"If there's a sea ca\·e down here we ought to reach it inside of a minute or two."
As he spoke Val came to a sharp turn in the passage.
Ahead of him he saw a dull, fiickcring light.
ThiR grew brighter as he advanced until a peculiar racliancp fi Iled the passage.
It came around another turn straighl before them.
\\'hen Val reached it he saw that the paRsage terminated
in a huge marine caYern.
Jot only that, I.Jut the floor ended 1rith equal ::ibruptness1
leaYing a drop o[ auout Len feet bct\l'een them anJ fl lurd
inclined sanely beach.
Yal gazed in a kind of enlrancecl way at the picture be·
fore him, aml Hnb)·, looking O\'er his shoulder, ha(l tl1t>
~ame Yicw.
\\'li:1t Yal and Ruby sa\Y waR a lnrgc cavern. floored 1l'it11
bea.utifully smooth, soft ~and, and lit up by the same sol'c
gray dawn 1.l>at had greeted them at Lhc encl of the pa:;8a~;r'.
but how this l ighL entered the_ place they could not ni;i.kl'
out, for no opening was Yisiblc, anJ the rushing, roc.rin:r
sounJ. of the water came from the lolly roof.
"What's stopping you, Yal !'" uskecl Tom. from bchin,l.
"I've rea ·lied the e1'.rl of the passage," replied !tis C'1rnrn.
"There'~ a drop of a dozen feet before rne Tight down into
the finest sea ca Ye yon cYcr cl reamed of."
''You don't say! That's where the light comes from,
eh?" ~aid Tom, eagerly.
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"I don't know where the light comes from. There isn't
any opening to the cave as far as I can see."
"There isn't?" exclaimed Tom, in astonishment. "There
must be an opening to let in that light."
"Probably there is, only I can't catch sight of it from
here. I'm going to jump down now and then you and
Professor Scotchley can get a view of the cave."
Suiting the action to the words, Val prang down on
the sandy floor.
Then he turned around and held out his arms to Rubv.
"Jump, and I'll catch you."
,
She obeyed without hesita.tion, but gave a little gasp as he
caught her in his a.rms.
Tom utt!}red an exclamation of wonder and pleasure as
he came to the opening and saw the dimly-lit marine ca.vern.
"Come on, Tom," said Val, impatiently. "We must examine this place and see if we can get out before the sun
sets, otherwise we stand a good show of remaining here
all night."
That aroused Tom to a sense of the situa.tion, and he
jumped down.
Professor Scotchley followed.
"Hello!" exclaimed Val. ".Look at those chests yonder
in the shadow of that rocky spur. Maybe they contain the
treasure we're lookmg for."
He rushed up to the spot where four old-fashioned
sailo·r's chests were ranged in order, partially concealed by
a projectmg wall of rock that prevented them from being
seen except when a person stood in a certain position.
Tom followed his chum, and they were looking a.t the
chests when Ruby and Professor Scotchley joined them.
"A dollar to a doughnut this is the pirates' treasure,"
said Val, in some excitement.

the slope of the sandy floor the boys saw that the entrance
was submerged. at high tide.
While they were congratu lating each other that the avenue of escape lay before t hem, they were joiHed ·by Ruby
and Professor Scotchley.
The sight of the s 'an d the blue sky in the distance deligMed the girl beyond measure.
It was such a pleasru1t cont.rust to the darkness that had
surrounded them for the past hour.
.
"Isn't this cave just too lovely for anything?" cried
Ruby, clappu1g her hands in delight. "Look at those anemones and limpets and coral ! Sec those little pools, too,
among the rocks! And cloesn·t the sea look grand from
here?"
'J'he boys and Professor Scoichlcy agreed with her th:i.t
the scene before them was. both no·vel· and interesting, and
1rorthy of being transferred to the canvas of some celebrated
marine painter.
"Well, it's getting late," said Val. "If we're going 1.o
escape from this place we want to be getting about. it."
"How about th ose cheBt in the other cave!'" as·ked Tom,
whose thoughts were never far from the wished-for treasure.
'"1'11ey won't run away, and we can't do anything wilh
them now. We kno·w how to get clown here from the sealed
cavern above. The hatchet and chisel are up there. Tomorrow we'll fetch them down and see what is inside the
chests."
"The only way to get out of this place that I can see is
by swimming," sajd Torn. "That wouldn't be so hard for
you and me, but for the professor and 1\fiss Foster--"
"Look here, Tom, only one of us need do the swimming
act-me for instance. You, 1\fiss Ruby and the professor
must make your way in the dark back to the sealed cavern.
The way is straight and easy, and yo"Q. can't go astray. I'll
CHAPTER XIV.
swim out and around to the nearest landing place along
shore. Then I'll walk up the crater to the spot where the
THE ESCAPE FROM THE SEALED CAVERN.
circle is and let you all out. That will solve all diffi·"Those chests were never brought here through that pasculties."
sage," said Tom, sagaciously. "It's too na.rrow for them
Ruby didn't like the idea of returning through the long
to pass through. Consequently, it stands to reason that
there is another entrance to this cavern. If we want anv passage in the dark, especially without Val, but she had
further evidence of the fact we have it in the wavy light to agree to the arrangement.
So they all returned to the inner ca.ve and the bo,ys aswhich illuminates this place. The light must come from
sisted
Professor Scotchley and Ruby up to the opening of
somewhere. When we find t11e source of 'it I'll bet we'll
the
passage.
find a way of getting out into the air once more."
Val then boosted Tom up and bade them a temporary
Tom pointed up at the side farthest from him where he
stood, and a little closer investigation showed that the pale, good-bye.
Going back to the outer cavern he stripped and rolled
soft light appeared to be reflected upward against the roof,
his garments into a small bundle.
coming from behind a screen of rock.
Holding them well above his head, he waded out through
He and Val crossed to this point and found that they
the
entrance into the·sea until the water reached his neck,
could easily pass a.round the rocky screen, which reached
half-way to the ceiling, ancl they now stood in a tolerably then he struck out with one arm.
A short swim brought him to a spot where he obtainen
wide passage lit by a soft, fiickermg green light, which
came through a low arch, and on reaching and passing a footing on the rocks, and he found he could walk the rest
through this the boys uttered a shout of delight, for before of the way to the beach by using care.
After dressing himself he had a roundabout walk before
them was another cavern, whose low, flattened roof was
glorious with a lovely, ever-changing pattern, formed by him to strike the crater beyond the break in its sea.ward
face.
the reflection of the sunlight on the waves outside.
At length he reached the path leading to the circle and
The inflowing and receding water reached about halfway from the seaward entrance to the cavern, and a line of hurried forward, wondering if he should :find Jack Junk up
seaweed which indicated high-water mark.
there.
When he came in sight of the spot where the circle was,
This showed that the tide was retiring, and figuring on
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there was no sign of the rascally sailor, and the entrance to l It was arranged that Ruby was to ask her father to get
the cavern was shut.
I the sailor and the mate to go next mornin!! to the COl'e
'•I wondrr if the villa.in intended leaving us in there all 'where the body of Captain Rynders was landed, in orcrr
night?" Val asked himself. "It must be so, or he would to see if the Golden Gate had got back to the island.
be hanging around here. I don't sec how he expected to
That wonlrl get Jack out of the way for a time, at k".ct.
make his terms known fo us through that scaled door. I
rrhis plan was duly canied out, and Junk and Mr. :F,;x
doubt if the hnman voice would penetrate it. l\Iaybe he were persuaded lo start imrnedia.fely after breakfast.
di scovered that fact and then decider! to leave us in there>
The sailor went rather rcluclaritly, but he couldn't YCi .'
till to-morrow morning, thinking to scare us into corning well get out of it.
to such terms as he means to propose. Well, this is where
After he was gone the boys rummaged the carpenter'..:
he got left. He's welcome to all the gin and other spirits chest that M:r. Fox had brought ashore from the brig ai •1
in there, as well as the contents of the sea-chest. \Ve'll picked out an auger and a center-bit. .
bo satisfied with what we finu to-morrow in the fonr chests
'l'hcv also manufactured four torches, and took enom:l1
clown in the marine cave."
eatabl~s in a canvas bag for their dinner, as they were nol
Thus speaking, Val pressed the knob in the hole and the sure of getting back until late in the afternoon.
stone revolved to its horizontal position, affording free enHu by and tho professor accO'lllpanied them to the sealed
trance and exit to and from the cavern
·
caYel'Il.
Val expcciccl to find the rest of the ~arty ready .to step
out, but there was no one in the cavern, so he threw himCHAPTER XV.
self on the grass outside and waited patiently for them to
TIIE
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appea.r.
They entered the cavern five minutes later, and Tom gave
On entering the place Ruby was given the hatchet and
a shout when he aw the entrance open.
chisel to carry, and Professor Scotchley was asked to ca.rry
As soon as they were outside, Y al clo::;ccl the doorway and a coil of thin rope taken from the sea-chest.
they started for the cave on the north shore.
Then they descended to the first of the ma.rine caverns.
"It will be dark by the time we get there,'' said Val.
The tide was up, and they found it dark as pitch.
"We'll have a late supper lo-night."
Two torches stuck in the sand furnished all the light
"You and I will have to jump on Jack's neck for playing they neeclccl for the business in hand.
TIB such a measly trick."
Val began operations on one of the chests with the center"I'll bet he'll be surprised wh.cn he sees us. He'll wonder bit, ma:king holes around the lock.
how we escaped from the place."
Then he knocked the lock in and threw up tl1e cover of
"Let him wonder. It will clo him good."
the chest.
"We don't want him with us to-morrow. ,Re mustn't
The first thino-o that met their eyes
\nlS a Spanish mer•
learn what's in those chests down in the marine ca.vern, for chant flag filling in the entire top of the chest.
.
I have a strong idea we shall find treasure in them."
Val yanked this away and found the chest filled w1th
"He'll be sure to follow us if he doesn't come with us." sil\'er plate, goblets and flagons, as well as ornaments and
"Then Professor Scotchley m11st sit outside the cave and vessels evidently intended for use in a church:
stand watch."
·
"The treasure at last!" cried Val, as they gazed upon
"He couldn' t prevent Jack entering the cave and follow - the valuable contents of the chest.
ing us clown through the passage, a.:; he certa inly \\"Ould
"Isn't there any money-bags at the b?ttom ?"ask~ T'om.
'' l can·t tell what is at the bol tom till we pull this stuff
do wheri he saw what we were up to. He'd guess \Ve were
hunting .for the treasure, and would insi t on butting in." out,'' replied Val.
"H.aw are we going to head him oIT, then?" asked Val.
Imcstio-alion
showed that there was no money or jewels
0
"You and I must enter the maTine cavern by swim- in lha t chest.
ming."
"\Yc"ll find the money in one of the other ches.ts, then, if
"We couldn't do it except at low 1icle. If the tide rose the pirates dicln"t spend it all," said Tom.
A second chest was opened in a similar manner, and it
while we wera. in there we'd have to remain there some
hours in the dark till it receded again.''
was found filled with bags of gold and silver.
The third \\"US filled entirely with gold Spanish and
"That wouldn't hurt us any. We could make some
French coin, and the fourth held not only money-bags, but
more torches and use them.''
"That's right. But I think we ought to build a rafl. a large collection of expe~sive watches, chains, and valuable
Then we wouldn't have to swim into the cave. We'll have jewelry of every imaginable description.
Professor Scotchley ma.de a rough estimate of the value
to do it, anyway, to remove those che ts, if they're worth
removing. "
of everything at about a million dollars.
It was decided then and there that Val was entitled to
Th1 ·y continued to canvass the P.ubject till they reached
hYo-fifths of the treasure, and that each of the others
the cave, wh.ich they did just at ~ark.
Jack Junk \ms sitting under a tree talking to Fox, the should have one-fifth.
Then a council was held to decide on the safest way to
mate, and when he saw them he nearly had a fit.
'l'he boys had decided to say nothing to him for the get the treasure away from the island without attracting
present, and they sta rted in to assist Ruby prepare supper. attention to its real character.
'l'he chief difficulty in the way was Jack Junk, who wo-.1ld
After the meal the young people went off by themselves
to talk about the treasure they expected to find next day.
he sure lo make trouble as soon a· he saw the chests.
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Jack Junk was the happiest 0£ the party, apparently,. i'.ir
He would suspect their content's at once, and unless he
·;was bought off he would be likely to give everything a.way. he had all the gin he wanted, and he seemed to have arnved
When they got back to the cave at the north em1 they at the conclusion tha.t there was no treasure on the island
expected' to hea.r that the Golclen Gate had arrived a.nd after aJl, especially as Val and /Tom ceased to speal\:
·was waiting for them, consequently they would have little about it.
One morning, aHer the pa.r ty had been six months on
time to make their :final anangeruents for leaving the
the island, they awoke to :find a bark anchored in the inlet.
island.
The captain ancl crew'of the vessel were surprised to :find
"If we have time I think it would be the best thing to
take this treasure out of these chests, since we have cle- people on the island.
The bark hacl put in to get a supply of fresh water.
stroyed the locks, and nail it up in those bo:xes in the cavern
She was bound for San Francisco, and her captain· conabove after cluinping out the gin bottles," said Val.
The others a.greed that the boxes would lo-0k less suspi- sented to take the shipwrecked and the marooned people on
/
cious than the chests, and tha.t the treasure would not only board arnl carry them to the United States.
Arrangements were also made for transportation· of the
be more secure, but easier to handle.
"We'll make the time, old man," said Tom. "You take boxes containing the treasure, which were represented as
11 chisel and I'll ta.ke the hatchet and we'll go up there right containing Holland gin.
The kegs of wha.t was found to be prime French brandy,
;1wa.y an.d tackle the job. We'll bring down a couple of
boxes :first and Miss Foster and Profess-Or Scotchley can nearly 100 yeaJ·s old, were presented to the ca.p tain of the
bark in payment for their passage and freight on the cases,
pack them while we go back for two more."
as they weTe easily worth nearly $1,000, the skipper
and
the
through
back
staJ·ted
they
and
that,
to
Val agreed
made a good thing out ci£ the arrangement.
passage.
In due time the bark reached San Francisco and the cases
T~m opened one box and Val another, and after taking
the Jugs of schnapps out they caniecl the bo-xes clown to were landed in Land.
Subsequently the professor and Tom's father had their
the marine cavern.
"Pack the l;>ags of gold :first," suggested Val, "and drop contents appraised.
'l'be monc.v \ms allowed to .enter free of' duty, but the
a. few watches and rings into the spaces to fill up."
The boys then returned to the lipper cavern for two more wa.tcbc.R, 01wirncnts, silver vessels anc1 jewelry were assessed
acco·r ding i o the schedule for such things, and a duty was
boxes.
By the time . they had six boxes down and packed Val paid oh \hem, after which they were sold to the best adsaid it was time to eat, and so the party knocked off work v-aJ1tage.
Altogether, $1,500,000 was realizeil out of the treasure,
for dinner.
It to-0k a dozen of the small boxes to hold all ·of the of 1rhic:h Val received $600,000, and Professm Scotchley,
,
treasure, and the covers were nailed back again as before. Tom and Ruby $300,000 apiece.
Captain Foster " ·as now relieved from any further necesThe four sea-chests were hauled to another part of the
cave and the boxes piled in their places ready for trans- sity of following the sen. foT a living, and he sett~ed down
in a new and pretty home for good.
portation.
Val nnc1 Tom went i.o the University of California to"That's all we can do to-day, and it's a mighty satisfactory job," sa.icl Val, complacently. "Now we'll get back gether, and after their graduation went into the office of a
prnmi.nen t la wycr and , tu died for the ba;r. ·
to our rendezvous."
Val was a frequent visitor at Captain Foster's home and
They all returned t? the upper ca.ve, and each taki11gtwo jugs of the gin, left the place and walked back i.o the soon after his grac1uahon he asked the old skipper for the
hand of hi.s daughter Ruby.
cave by the seasho·re.
A year later they were married, and Tom was best man
Jack Junk and Mate Fox were back and had reported no
on i.l1at occasion.
ship in sight.
Tom got spliced himself a year a.fterwarcl, and now both
The mate had shot three rabbits a.nc1 they were' waiting
boys have splendid homes, close to each other, where Profesto be skinned and cooked.
The sailor eyed the gin in a loving way, ancl Val told sor Scotchley is an ever welcome visitor, anc1 where they
o·f tcn talk about the Trcasme of the Seven Craters.
him he should lia.ve a jug of it after supper.
At ten that night he was blazing drunk, ancl whooping
THE END.
things up along the beach.
Next clay the boys, accompanied Ly Rnhy a.ncl Professor
Scotchley, went to the cove to look for the Golden Gate.
Read "A WAT. . T. . STREET MYSTERY; OR, THE
She was not in the offing, nor was there any sign of a BOY \YRO BEAT THE SYNDICA'l'E." which will be
sail during the two hours they hung about the pla.ce.
the next number (136) of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
Every day after that foT two weeks somebo(ly went to the
cove, but the trip was a vain one, and then the impression
SPEOIAI, NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
began to prevail that the 'ship had been lost ip the gale.
The prospect of getting off the island grew less and less are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
as the da.ys passed, and :finally a month elapsed without the newsdealer,. send the price in money or postage stamps by
·
appearance ot a sail.
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
A second and third month succeeded, and the boys began SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the' copies
t o wonder how long the par'ty was fated to remain.
you orc\er by return mail.
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GOOD STORIES.
I

Among the old fountains in the Temple Area at Jerusalem,
one of the fine st is known as Bab Si!silea. The inscription,
which is well preserved, states that it was erected about 800
years ago, and for centuries, as at the present time, it has
been fed with water brought in pipes from Solomon's Pools,
nine miles away.
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the man or woman of to-day is too busily engaged to permit
of their indulgence in the epistolary affectations or olden times.
Certainly the letter-writers of those days enjoyed the advantage of great leisure. It is difficult, otherwise, to account for
their prodigality of phrasing. Lady Pomfret, we are told, presented to Lady Hereford a pair of alabaster vases, and received in return a letter of thanks fitted to the times. "There
is," wrote the recipient of the vases, "an elegance in them
superior to anything I ever saw; and r yet, inestimable and
beautiful as they are in themselves, their being a mark of
your friendship enhances their value to me even beyond their
merit. I sit and look at them with admiration for an hour
together. I have not a room in the house worthy of them, no
furniture good enough to fit with them; in short, I find a thousand wants that never entered my head oefore. I am grown
ambitious all at once, and want to change my house for a
palace, and to ransack all the cabinets in Europe for paintings, sculptures, and other curiosities, to place with them."
Even Lady Pomfret, who was herself a pretty fair phrasemaker, seems to have been a little abashed by her friend's
enthusiasm. "You quite confot.nd me, dear madam," she replied, "with the encomiums you bestow upon a c~uple of ala•
baster vases fit only for the obscurity of a grotto, and very
justly make me blush for having sent so trifling a present."
This extravagant diction is equaled by t.t.at of the Princess
Craon when writing to Sir Horace Walpole. After thanking
Walpole for some trifle, the Princess says: "The generosity
of your friendship for me, sir, leaves me nothing to desire
of all that is precious in England, China, and the Indies."

Anthropologists have remarked that taking aim is a human
characteristic that even the anthropoid apes cannot be said to
share. Apes and monkeys frequently throw nuts and sticks,
sometimes with unpleasant consequences to others; but they
The longest reign in history-the deluge.
show little or no ability to take accurate aim. 'l'he baboon is
said to excel somewhat in this respect; but still it would
The One-Is Griggsby a truthful man? The Other-Yes.
never pass for a marksman. Accuracy of eye and the judgment of direction and di~ance that are involved in real aim- except when his wife asks him for money.
ing have been developed only by man, and are among the
Sabbath School Teacher-What does the parable of the Prodtokens of his intellectual superiority.
igal Son teach us? Bobby Trickneck-Not to be fatted calves,
Silks and satins are none too good for the Indian women ma'am.
on some of the Western reservations. A writer in Fur News,
"Our time is money," grumbled the collector. "Then," rewho visited the trading post at Naudau, says that the women
were hitting up the demand for silks and satins, canned goods, plied the debtor, "how can you afford to waste so much of it
and other luxuries, at a furious rate. The storekeeper at the in chasing me?"
post announced that certain silken scarfs, perhaps eighteen
"Binks has no bump of reverence at all." "He certainly
inches square, of bright red, blue, and purple colors, were selling like hot cakes at from $1.50 to $2 apiece. The scarfs hasn't. Why, if he wanted to offer prayer to Jupiter Pluvius,
are worn by the squaws in the manner of a fascinator, and he'd call him 'Jupe!' "
no care as to their cleanliness, etc., seemed to be ta.ken by
The Brute-What were you thinking of, Dorothy? Dorothythe owners. Visitors saw many squaws at the post dressed
was dreaming of my youth. The Brute-Ah! I thought you
in the finest of silk, but it is put on in such a manner that
had a far-away look in your eyes.
the beauty of the goods is lost.

JOKES AND JESTS.

Dyer-What did your wife say when you told her you
wouldn't be home till 1ate? Rownder-I don't know. I hung
up the receiver as soon as I was through talking.

In locking his safe prior to his going home for supper
George Edgemont, a paper-hanger who lives at Jefferson
street and Hermitage lane, Manayunk, shut the safe door
upon his flowing whiskers and was held until released by his
daughter. Edgemont had been out collecting bills during the
day. Returning to his office, he opened his safe and placed
the money in it. He then threw the door shut, catching the
end of his beard in the door. In the excitement incident to
his odd predicament he forgot the combination and so could
not release himself. With his chin resting on the safe he was
discovered \j.bout an hour after the accident by his daughter,
who came to find what had delayed him. The safe was broken
open by a locksmith.

"Aren't you afraid your persistent refusal of a nomination
will hurt your -prospects?" "Qertainly not," answered the
eminent poli;ician. "If I hadn't enough friends to overcome
a little obstacle like that I would not stand a show of being
elected, anyhow."
'

Not Infrequently, complaint is made in the magazines and
more conservative newspapers, that the art of letter-writing
has been lost; that the grace and charm, as exemplified in
the correspondence of writers in other days, finds no parallel
in this matter-of-fact period. Answer is usua~ly returned that

"Can you give bond?'' asked the judge. "Have you got any,
thing?" "Jedge," replied the prisoner, "sence you ax me, I'll
tell you. I hain't got nuthin' in the worl', 'cept the spring
chills, six acres ·o' no 'count land, a big family, a hope of a
hereafter, an' the ol' war rheumatism."
·

"That Boston girl seems ver y frank and outspoken. " "Yes,
but she can't call a spade a spade." "What does she call it?"
"She calls it a metallic instrument used in bucolic pursuits."
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I said nothing by way of excuse. This heinous charge was,
in all probability, true. I believe I might have omitted to
"present" to her majesty, the queen herself, if she bad passed
that afternoon in her state carriage, so distracted was I by the
engrossing subject of this valise.
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
After stables I left barracks for my customary walk, and
purchasing a copy of the Echo from a juvenile news vender,
of the fatality of the morning. Friends
"Sentry, will you kindly keep your eye on my bag for a few I read the particulars
which was that of a gentleman named
body,
the
identified
had
minutes? I am going to have a plunge in the Serpentine,"
who had resided at Bayswater.
said a well-dressed, middle-aged gentleman to me, one warm Nixon,
"Nixon! That corresponds with1 the initial 'N.' on the bag,"
summer morning, a few years ago, as I was on duty at the
I thought to myself, now perfectly convinced that the deceased
park gate of Knightsbridge Cavalry Barracks.
"All right, sir," I replied. "If I am relieved before you was the person I had seen in the morning. I also ascertained
from th.e newspaper report that a man had been apprehended
return, I shall hand it ove'r to the next sentry."
"Oh, I sha'n't be more than half an hour, at the latest, as on suspicion of having attempted to rifle the pockets of the
I must be in the city by nine. I prefer leaving my valise clothes of the drowned man, and who had been roughly hanwith you. There are so many vagabonds always swarming dled by the crowd before a policeman could be procured to
about Hyde Park that it is quite possible one of them might take him into custody. After a moment's reflection I decided
take a fancy to it while I am bathing. It doesn't contain very to call at the address given in the paper, in order to arrange
valuable property-only a suit of clothes and a few documents about the restoration of the bag to the relatives of the deceased.
Reaching the house, I knocked softly at the door, and stated
'of no use to any one but the owner,' as the saying is. All the
:J9U:ne, however, I have no desire to lose it." So sayin~, the my business to the domestic who appeared, by whom I was
gentleman turned away, and walked briskly across the park in shown into a room, and immediately afterward was waited
upon by a young lady, the daughter of the deceased, who,
the direction of the Serpentine.
The request to look after his property did not in the least naturally enough, was perfectly overcome with grief. I exsurprise me, as numerous robberies from the clothing of per- plained to her in a few words the object of my visit.
"I am uncertain whether poor papa had a valise of that desons bathing had for some time before been reported to the
police. I lifted the bag, upon which the letters "W. :!'-1." were scription when he left this morning," she said, "but possibly
painted, and which was in the battered condition indicative you may recognize him from this photograph," submitting one
of having been much tumbled about, and placed it behind the she took from the table for my inspection.
low wall that lay between the barracks and the foot path.
I experienced a strange sense of relief. The features in the
The barracks clock struck eight. Fully half an hour had photograph were those of a perscm bearing no resemblance
elapsed since the owner of the bag departed, and as yet there whatever to the individual who had left his bag in my charge.
was no sign of him. The "quarter past" was chimed from the
The young lady thanked me heartily for the trouble I had
neighboring clocks, and still he did not turn up ; and as the taken in the matter, and I left the house of mourning and
minutes passed I thought to myself that it was time he was returned to the barracks in a very mystified state of mind.
looking sharp if he really wished to be in the city by nine.
"Could the owner of the bag be the thief who had been
About half-past eight I perceived a great commotion in the caught in the act of plundering the dead man's clothes?" I
park. Men were rushing from all quarters in the direction of asked myself, but immediately dismissed the idea from my
the Serpentine, and soon afterward I ascertained from a mind as being absurd and improbable.
passer-by that the excitement was caused by one of the numerNext day I attended the orderly room and received a severe
ous bathers having been drowned. An uneasy suspicion was admonition from the commanding officer. Fortunately for
at once excited within me that the person who bad come to me, as it happeneq, Sir Carnaby had been in plain clothes, so
such a sad end was the gentleman who bad left bis valise in my offense, in the eye of martial law, was of a comparatively
my charge, which suspicion was intensified when I was re- venial character. Immediately afterward I considered it my
lieved at nine, with the article still unclaimed. I reflected, duty to report the circumstances atten .ng the valise to the
however, that its owner mi11ht have been chained to the scene adjutant, who in turn communicated with the poli ce authoriof the disaster by that morbid curiosity which induces people ties at Scotland Yard, and that evening, pursuant to instructo linger about the spot where any calamity of the kind has tions received, I bad the bag conveyed to that establishment.
· recently occurred, and then, finding that he was pressed for After I had explained how it was placed in my charge it was
time, and knowing that his property would be perfectly safe, opened in my presence by an official, and was found to contain
bad gone direct to the city.
just a suit of old clothes and a few newspapers, but no docuI handed over the bag to the sentry who relieved me, without ments or any kind, as stated by its owner.
mentioning to him anything of the circumstances of the case;·
Some time afterward I was on Queen's Guard, Westminster.
and when he returned from duty at eleven I eagerly asked him
I had just mounted my horse, and taken up position in one
if the valise had been ca11ed for.
of the two boxes facing Parliament Street, when a gentleman
"No," he replied. "It is still lying behind the wall."
stopped . opposite me and scanned me curiously. Addressing
I went on sentry again at one o'clock, and no one had come
he said: "Don't you remember me?'
for it. It was the height of the London season, and Hyde me,
was no mistaking the voice. It was that of the owner
There
imposthe
but
appearance;
gay
Park presented its customary
Otherwise he was greatly altered, as he had debag.
the
of
ing array of splendidly appointed equipages, dashing equesof the luxuriant whiskers and mustache which
himself
nuded
trians, and fashionably dressed ladies and gentlemen, which
wore when I saw him previously.
at other times was to me a most interesting spectacle, that he
"What has been wrong?" I asked.
afternoon passed by unheeded, as all my thoughts were cen"Oh, I was seized with a fit that morning when I came out
tered on speculations regarding the fate of the owner of the
bag. Before being relieved at three, I had it conveyed to my of the water, and was taken home in an unconscious state. I
room in the barracks, and, after coming off guard, placed it, have been very unwell ever since, and have left my house for
for greater security, in the troop store. That evening, before the first time to-day. I made inquiries at barracks about you,
"stables," when the orderly corporal had read out the duties and as the soldier 1 spoke to seemed to know about the bag
I left with you, he directed me here."
for the succeeding day, he said, addressing me:
"Well, sir," I said, "I had quite made up my mind that you
"Jones, you have to attend the orderly room to-morrow.''
were the gentleman who was drowned that morning, and when
"Why?" I inquired.
"You have been reported for neglecting to salute Captain I discovered my mistake I am almost ashamed to own that I
Sir Carnaby Jinks as he passed you while on sentry this after- took you for the man who was appreh"ended on the charge of
trying to plunder the drowned man's clothes."
noon," was the corporal's answer.
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The gentieman smiled pleasantly, and said: "Ah! I read
about that. And now to business. I wish to get my bag at
once. I presume you have it in safe keeping at the barracks?"
"It's much nearer at hand," I replied. "Just across the street
from here." And then I told him that it was in the custody
of the police authorities at Scotland Yard.
"It is very awkward, indeed," he said. "I have to catch the
six train for Liverpool, as I wish to sail by the steamer that
leaves to-morrow morning for New York. Couldn't you come
across with me to get it?"
"You forget that I am on sentry," I replied. "I won't be
relieved until four, and even then, I dare not leave the guard;
nor would I care to ask permission to do so. You should go
at once to the captain of the guard and represent the case
to him, and perhaps, under the circumstances, he will permit
me to accompany you."
Acting on my advice, he proceeded at once to the officer in
command, leaving me extremely amused at the fuss he was
making about_his bag, considering all that it was worth.
Soon after~ard he returned, with a smiling face, and informed me that the captain had acceded to his request. I expressed my gratification at this intelligence, and added: "Surely, sir, you have been shaving since I last saw you?"
"Yes. I was threatened with the recurrence of a nasty skin
complaint to which I was formerly subject."
During the interval that elapsed until my period· of duty
was ended, the gentleman paced about in a most impatient
manner, ever and anon seeming to relieve his feelings by stopping to pat my horse. At length I left my post, and, dismounting, led my charger to the stable and handed it over to
a comrade. Then, divesting myself of my cuirass, was ready
to proceed to' Scotland Yard.
One of the corporals on guard received orders to accompany
me; so, together with the gentleman, we started, and, crossing
the street, reached the police headquarters in a minute or two,
and on making inquiries were directed to the "Lost Property"
department. We stated our business, and an official, after receiving an assurance from me that the applicant was the right
person, speedily produced the valise.
"Why didn't you see about this before?" he asked, addressing the gentleman.
"Because I was too ill to see about anything," was the
reply.
The gentleman then signed a book, certifying that his property had been restored to him, giving, as he did so, the name
of Nobbs.
Having thanked the official, Mr. Nobbs caught up his property, and we left the office. When we got to the door we found
assembled a small crowd of men employed about the establishment, for the unusual spectacle of two helmeted, jackbooted gu11rdsmen had caused a good deal of speculation as to
' our business there. Mr. Nobbs hurriedly brushed past them,
and, gaining the street, hailed a passing cab, and the driver at
once pulled up.
"Here is something for your trouble," he said, slipping a
sovereign into my hand.
I, of course, thanked him heartily for his munificent douceur.
Declining the offer of the driver to place his bag on the
dicky, he put it inside the vehicle; then shaking hands with
the corporal and myself, he said to the driver: "Euston, as
fast as you can!" and then entered the cab.
The di·iver released the brake from the wheel, and was whipping up his scraggy horse with a view to i:;tarting, when the
poor animal slipped and fell.
The men belonging to Scotland Yard, who had followed us
into the streot, at once rushed to the driver's assistance, unbuckled the traces, and after pushing back the cab got the
horse on its feet. All the while Mr. Nobbs was watching the
operations from the window, and I noticed that one of the
men was surveying him very attentively.
"Your name is Judd, isn't it?" the man at length remarked.
"No, it isn't! What do you mean by addressing me, sir?"
indignantly replied Mr. Nobbs.
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"Well," sa,id the man-whom I at once surmised was a mem·
ber of the detective force-"that's the name you gave, anyhow,
when you were up on tne charge of feeling the pockets of
the gent's clothes who was drowned in the Serpentine a week
ago. I know you, although you have had a clean shave."
I started on hearing this statement. My suspicions, ridiculous as they seemed at the time, had t urned out to be correct,
after all, while Mr. Judd, anas Nobbs, turned as pale as
death.
"Come out of that cab," said the detective.
"You've no right to detain me," said Nobbs. "I was discharged this morning."
"Because nothing was known against you. But, look here,
old man, what have you got in that bag?"
"Only some old clothes, I assure you," said the crestfallen
Nobbs.
"Come inside, and we'll see;' said the detective, seizing the
bag. "Out of the cab-quick! Come with me to the office."
Mr. Nobbs complied with a very bad grace, while the corporal and I followed, wondering what was going to happen
next.
We entered a room in the interior, and the bag was opened,
but it apparently contained nothing but the clothes.
"There is certainly no ground for detaining the man," said
an inspector standing near.
Mr. Nobbs at once brightened up and cried:
"You see I have told you the tr't1th, and now be good enough
to Jet me go."
"All right," said the detective. "Pack up your traps and
clear out!"
Mr. Nobbs this time complied with exceeding alacrity, and
began to replace the articles of clothing, when the detective,
seemingly acting on a sudden impulse, caught up the valise
and gave it a vigorous shake. A slight rustling sound was
distinctly audible.
"Hello! What's this?" cried the officer.
Emptying the clothes out of the ba:g, he produced a pocketknife, and in a trice ripped open a -false bottom, and foundabout two dozen valuable diamond rings and a magnificent
emerald necklet carefult.Y packed in wadding, besides a number of unset stones.
The jubilant detective at once compared them with a list
which he took from a file, and pronounced them to be the
entire proceeds of a daring robbery that had recently been
committed in the shop of a West End jeweler, and which
amounted in value to fifteen hundred pounds.
Mr. Nobbs, alias Judd, now looking terribly confused and
abashed at this premature frustration of his plan to clear out
of the country with his booty, was formally charged with being
in possession of the stolen valuables. He made no reply, and
was led away in custody.
Before returning to the guard I remarked to the inspec~r:
\
'"I thought, sir, when he gave me a sovereign for looking
after his bag, that it was niore than it was worth, but now I
find that I have been mistaken."
"A sovereign!" cried the inspector. "Let me see it!"
I took the coin from my cartouche box, where I had placed
it, in the absence -Of an accessible pocket, and handed it to
him.
He smilingly examined it and threw it on the table.
"I thought as much," he remarked. "It's a bad one."
Mr. Nobbs, alias J~1dd-these names were two of a formidable string of aliases-turned out to be an expert coiner,
ourglar, and swindler, who had long been "wanted" by the
police. He was convicted, and sentenced to a lengthy period
of penal servitude.
'
A few weeks after' Mr. Nobbs had received his well-earned
punishment I received a visit from a gentleman who stated
that he was cashier in the jeweler's establishment in which
the robbery had been committed. He informed me that his
employer, having taken into consideration the fact that I was,
to a certain extent, instrumental in the recovery Of the stolen
jewelry, had sent me ·a present of thirty pounds.

These Books Tell You Everything I
.! COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in .Jn attractive, illustrated cover.
tfost of the books are also profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that aw
ltiild. can thoroughly undecstand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to k,now anything about the subject.
mentumed.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SAf, E BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON HECEIP'l' OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY 'l'HREEJ BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE
OENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY. Addi·ess FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS Wl:TH CARDS.-Em·
MESMERISM.
bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
No. 81. HOW TO MES~IERIZE.-Containing the most ap- lustrations.
By A. Anderson.
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY THICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. Hy Prof. Leo
Containi~{\" deceptive Car·d Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A.. O, S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Ari·anged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW 'fO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apNo. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the le~dlng card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. B1 of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions!ilul performed by
ouz: Iea~mg magicians : every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. l!~ully illustrated.
llB it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No .. 22. now TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's seconJ sight
in·
and
valuable
HYPNOTIZE~-Containing
TO
HOW
No. 83.
explamed by. his formec assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the code(l and signals. 'l'he only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO B.illCOl\IE A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
assort~ent ?f magical illusions eve1· placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe most complete gran~est
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- pubhc.
68. HOW 'l'O DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Containing over
s tructions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, oneNo.
hundred highly amusing and ins'tructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
A.
By
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
lllustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat. ~fty
of the latest and best tricks used by magicianii. Also containFull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- mg the
secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
etructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
. No.. 70. HOW '.f'O MAKE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
No. •! 7. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- directions
for makmg Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. Dt:scribing the most useful horses
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
for business, the best hoi-ses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. No.
73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITHNUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pec.iliar to, the horse.
curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers By A.
No. 48. HOW '1'0 BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many
•
Fully illustrated.
Anderson.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popufar manner of sailing them. Fully illustrAted. tricks
with Dommos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ~qW '1'0 DO THE .BLACK ART.--Containing a com.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
with many wonderful experimentli. By A. .Anderson.
together
Containing the great oracle of human cfestiny ; also the true mean·
\
ing of alm-0st any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA~lS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. 'l'his little book shoul~
~now how inventions originated. This book explains them
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all, givi~g
examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
mechanics, etc: The most in~tructive book published.
pneumatics,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of . No. 5!_}. HOW
BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstruct10ns how TO
to proceed m order to become a locomotive enmisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gineer; also directions
for building a model locomotive· together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description of
everything an engineer shouldi know.
the fortune of your friends.
MUSl!:CAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
MAKE
'l'O
HOW
57.
No.
No. 76. ;]OW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THID HAND.- directions how to make a Banjo,
VioYin, Zither, }Eolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the band, phttne and other musical instruments;
together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events ~cription of nearly every musical instrument
used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely Ulustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
Marines.
Bengal
Royal
the
of
bandmaster
years
twenty
for
ATHLETIC.
No. 50. IIOW TO l\IAKE A MAGIC LAN'fERN.-Oontaining
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full in·
IBtruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizon tal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. now 'l'O DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Oontaining
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical 'l'rick1.
in this little book.
No. 10. IIOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. ]'ully illustrated.
Containing over t?birty illustrations of guards, blows, and the ditfer·
LETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A mdit COin·
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
full directions for writing lpve-letteI'll,
containing
book,
little
plete
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOl\fE A GYMNAST.-Containlng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS TO LADIES.-Giving
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.--Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITEJ LE'.PI'ERS.-A wonderful little
A complete book.
~itions in fencing.
book, telling you bow to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Cont!lining body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
•rpianations of tbe general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this hook.
No. 74. HOW '1'0 WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.--Con·
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
eleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
rules for punctuatioD and composition, with specimen letters.
also
ll"Cially prepared cards. B.u. Professor Haliner. Illustrated.

L-----=============================;==============================
THE STAGE.
No. 4:1. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKEl
BOOK.-Containi.ng a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKERContai!ling a varied asso,rt~ent of :;tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
. No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOK.l!J BQOK:--Somethin~ new a:nd very .instructive. Every
boy. s!Jould obtam this ~ook, as 1t con tams full mstructions for orramzmg an amatenr rnmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great w,it, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing com·
plete instructions how to make up for various character& on the
stage; together with the duties of the Stege Manager, Prompter
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N~ . 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK.'!!J BOOK.-Containing the lat·
est Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular llerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

NO: 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPElAKER.-Contai~jng fo•
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a~l the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mOlft
simple and concis3 manner possible.
No. 49. ,HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-G!ving rules for conducting d..
bates, outlines for debate11, questions for discussion and tbe btlt
sourcei for procuring information on the que.-tions iiven.

SOCIETY •

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'.rhe arts ancr wiles ot flirtation art
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.r:;dkerchief,. fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
tams a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ii
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happf
without one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by l!'rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiq nette in the ball-room and at partie1,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A J?omplete guide to love,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
erally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dre'ssing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books eve1· given to the world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full mstruct1ons fo1• constructmg a wmdow garden either in town female. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless Read this bouk
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at bome. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
:No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. BOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings; cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW '1'0 RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBI'l'S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will tea<'h you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKEl AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint1
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to Cl'ltch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird1.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-:&!
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions ·in collecting, preparing, mountllll
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and elE:ctro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No.. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-;-:Givlng com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete mformat1on as to the manner and meth~d of ra1smg, keepinr,
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and ·managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for makin~ cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
taining full directions for making electrical machines, induction illustrationlil, makiug ii; the moat complete bwk of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
. MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
NCI. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-"X useful and in·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thil
1
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi· making all kinds of candy, ice-crean:!r.. syrup~ essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderfu~ imitations), can master the
No. 8,Jo. ·HOW TO BECOME A tY AUTHOR.-Gontaining full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book rver publi~hed. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting ma,nuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO E~TERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com•
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sp-orts, card diversions, comic recitations, etc.. suifable 'Hiland. ·
·
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO BElCOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won•
money than an:v book published.
"
derful book, cont!iining ~seful and pr~ctical information in the
No. 35. HOvV TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordmary diseases and ailments common to every
book, containin.~ the mi es and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, fall'.!ily. Abounding ~n useful and effective recipes for general com•
backgammon, croqnet. dominoes, etr.
plamts.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVEJ CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COI,LECT STAMPS Al'\fD COINS.-Con·
the leading conun<lrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
an d wi tt ~· sayings.
of stamps and coins. Hl}ndsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW 1'0 PI,AY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW '.rO BE A DETJl!CTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, j!iving the mies and r~ ' irections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage. Casino, Forty-Five,
ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure1
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECDME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contaln·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
ls a great life secr!!t, and one that every young man desires to know CADElT.-Containing full expianations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Stal'E of Officers, Post
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW '1'0 BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccropiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete fn·
m the drawing-room.
structions of how to ~ain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also 1 contaimng the course of instructior;, description
'No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF h::~CITATIONS. of grounds and ouildings, historieal sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com
•ialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtE'n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become ~
•itb many standard readings.
West Point Military Cad'!t."
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AWAKE

WEEKLY ' '

CONTAINING STORIES oF Boy FIREMEN
32 PAGES

98 Young Wide Awake's Nerve; or, Fire Fighting Against Big
Odds.
f!D Young Wide Awake's Trumpet Call; or, A Bold Fight to
· Save a Life.
10 0 Young Widt Aw!l.ke and the Blind Girl; or, The Fire at
the Asylum.
101 Young Wide Awake in a Snare; or, Putting Out a Dozen
Fires.
102 Younµ: Wide Awake at the Burning Bridges; or, Ba.filing
1.hP, "Brotherhood of Vengeance. "

PRICE 5 CENTS

103 Young Wide Awake Saving a Million Dollars; or, The
Mystery of a Bank Blaze.
104 Young Wide Awake's Boy Helpers; or, The Young Volunteers of Belmont.
105 Young Wide Awake's Terror; or, Brave Work in a Burning
Coal Mine.
106 Young Wide Awake's Race with Death; or, Battling with
the Elements.
107 Young Wide Awake's Courage; or, The Capture of the
"Norwich Six."

BOYS OF '76"
"THE LIBERTY
CONTAINING REVOLUTIONARY STORIES
COLORED COVERS

32 PAGES

373 The Liberty Boys' Lightning Sweep; or, The Affair at 378
379
Rugeley's Mill.
374 The Liberty Boys and the Dumb Messenger; or, Out with
380
the Mountain Men.
375 The Liberty Boys' Cavalry Charge; or, Running Out the
381
Skinners.
1
376 The Liberty Boys' Secret; or, The Girl Spy of Brooklyn. 1382
377 The Liberty Boys in the Swamp; or, Fighting Along the 383
Santee.
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COLORED COVERS

1

PRICE· 5 CENTS
The Liberty Boys' Compact; or, Bound by an Oath.
The Liberty Boys' Hollow Square; or, Holding Off the
Hessians.
The Liberty Boys' Countersign; or, Hot Work at the
Forts.
The Liberty Boys' Gold Chest; or, The Old Tory's Secret.
The Liberty Boys Helping Harden; or, Spy Against Spy.
The Liberty Boys at Cherry Valley; or, Battling with
Brant.
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OLD AND YOUNG RING BRADY, DETECTIVE8
32 PAGES

475 The Bradys an!l the Mad Chinaman; or, Hot Work in
Five Cities.
476 The Bradys and the Black Poisoner; or, Strange Work in
Philadelphia.
477 The Bradys in London; or, Solving the Whitechapel Mystery.
478 The Bradys and the French Crooks; or, Detective Work
in Paris.
479 The Bradys After the Policy King; or, The Plot Against
Captain Kane.

PRICE 5 CENTS

480 The Bradys and the Dynamite Gang; or, Ten Hours of
Deadly Peril.
481 The Bradys and the Fan Tan Queen; or, Lost in the Heart
of Chinatown.
482 The Bradys in the White Light District; or, Tracking the
Broadway Sharpers.
483 The Bradys' Lost Link; or, The Case that Was Never
Finished.
484 The Bradys and the "Prince of Pittsburg"; or, A Mystery
of the Blast Furnace.
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

SELR-MADE MAN

PRICE 5 Ots.

ISSU1D EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES'

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
50 The Ladder of Fame; or, lcrom Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the Square ; or, The Success of an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the West.
53 Winning the Dollars; or, 'l'he Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, 'l'he Boy Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Million: or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in the Andes: or. The Treasm~ of th e Buried City.
57 On His Mettle-; or, A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fo.rtune on the Wing.
59 The Rol\d to Success; or, 'l'he Career of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy in Wall Street.
61 Rising in the World; or, Frnm I<'actory Boy to Manager.
62 From Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
· Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
d Cut Diamond: or, '!.'he Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
in Life; or, A Bright Boy·s Ambition.
86 ut or a ll!llllon: or, The Young lllidas of Wall Street.
67 1'very Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Best.
68 l\Ioney to Burn ; or, The Shrewdest Boy in Wail Street.
69 An Eye to Business; or, The Boy Who Was Not Asleep.
70 'l'lpped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitions Boy in Wall Street.
71 On to Success; or, The Boy '\\'ho Got Ahead.
72 A Bid for a Fortune: or. A Country Boy in Wall Street.
73 Bound to Rise: or, lcighting His Way to Su ccess.
74 Out for the Dollars; or, A Smart Boy in Wall Street.
75 For !came and Fortune; or, The Boy Who Won Both.
76 A Wail Street · Winner; or, l\laklng a Mint of l\Ioney.
77 'l'he Road to Wealth : or, The Boy Who Found It Out.
78 On the Wing; or, The Young Mercury of Wail Street.
79 A Chase for a Fortune: or, Th~ Boy Who Hustled .
80 Juggling With the l\Iarket; or, The Boy Who Made it Pay.
81 Cast Adrift; or, The Luck of a Homel ess Boy.
82 Playing the Market; or. A Keen Boy in Wail Street.
83 A Pot of llloney; or, The Legacy of a Lucky Boy.
84 From Rags to Riches; or, A Lu cky Wail Street Messenger.
85 On His Merits: or, The Smartest Roy Alive.
86 Trapping the Brokers; or, A Game Wall Street Boy.
87 A Million in Gold: or, The Treasure of Santa Cruz.
88 Bound ·to Make Money; or, From the West to Wall Street.
89 The Boy Magnate: or, Making Baseball Pay.
90 l\Iaking l\loney. or, A Wail Street l\Iessenger's Luck.
91 A Harvest of Gold: or. The Buried Treasure of Coral Island.
92 On the Curb; or, Renting the Wall Street Brokers.
93 A Freak of F'ortune ; or, '!'he Boy Who Struck Luck.

94 Th e Prince of 'i\'ali Street; or, A Big Uta! fo~ Big Money .
tl5 i:ltartlng His Qwn Business; or, 'l'be Boy Who Caught On.
96 A Corner In ::>tock; or, 'l'he Wall Street Boy Who Won.
97 First in the Field; or, Doing Business for Himself.
118 A Broker at l!:igbteen: or. Roy Glibert"s Wall Street Career.
9!l Only a Dollar ; or, From Errand Hoy to Owner.
100 Price & Co., lloy Brokers; or, The Young 'l'rnders of Wail Street.
101 A Winning Risk: or, The Boy Who Made Good.
102 From a Dime to a l\Illlion ; or, A Wide-Awake 'Yali Street Boy.
103 The Path to Good Luck ; or, The Roy Miner of Death Valley .
104 Mart Morton's 1\loney ; or, A Corner in Wall Stt·eet Stocks.
105 Famous at J'ourteen ; or, The Bny Wilo ;\Jade a Great ~ame.
lOG Tips to Fortun e: or, A Lucky Wail Street Deal.
107 Striking His Gait; or, '.rhe l'erils of a Boy Engineer.
108 From l\Iesse nger to !\Illlionaire: or, A Boy·s Luck in '\all S.reet.
1 ll!l The Boy Gold Hunters: or, After a ::.' lrate"s Treasure.
110 Tri cking the Traders ; OL'i A Wall Street Boy·s Game of Chance.
111 Jack Me rry·s Grit: or, J.V!aklng a Man of Himself .
112 A Golden Shower; or, The Roy Banker of Wall Street .
113 Making a Record· or, The J_uc'< of a Working Boy.
114 A Fight for llfnney: or, From School to Wail Street.
115 Stranded Ont West : or, 'rhe no:v Who Found a Silver Mine.
11 o:l Ben Rassford"s Luck : or. Working on Wail Street 'l'ips.
117 A Young GoJd \ King; or, The Treasure of the Secret Cave •.
118 Bound to Get Rich ; or. How a Wail Street Boy ~fade 1\looey.
119 Friendless Fran!\ : or. The Roy Who Became l•'amons.
120 A $30,000 Tip; or. The Yonng Weazel of \\'all Str~et.
121 Plucky Bob; or, The Boy Who Won Success.
I 122 l<'rom Newsboy to Banke r ; or, Rob J,ake's Rise in Wail Street.
' 123 A Golden Stake ; or, 'lbe 'l'reasure' of th e Tudies.
124 A Grip on the ~tarket; or. A Hot Time in Wail Street.
1 125 Watching His Chance; or. From l'en).' Boy to Captain.
126 A Game for Gold: or, The Young l~ing of Wall Street.
.
127 A Wizard for Luck : or, Getting Ahead in the World.
128 A Fortune at Stake; or, A Wail Street Messenger's Deal.
129 His L1lst Nickel: or, What it Did for Jack ltnml.
130 Nat Noble, The Little Broker; or, The lloy \\"ho ~tarted a Wall Street
Pa.uic.
131 A Struggle for Fame; or, The Gamest Boy in the \\' orld.
132 'l'he \'01111g Money Magnate; or, The Wall 8Lreet Boy Who Broke the
Mnrket.
133 A Lucky Contract.; or, The Boy who Made a Haft or Money.
I 3 4 A Bi!!' ltisk; ot, 'l'he Game that W 011.
135 On Pm1.te's Isle; or. '!'he Treasure of the.Seven Craters.
I 3 6 A Wall Street :vi ysLery; or, The Boy \I bu Beat the Si ndicate.
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